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2.0 Components

2.1 Inventory
Barbarians at the Gates includes:

• 1 22 x 34 map
• 4 Counter Sheets
• 55 ROMAN Strategy Cards
• 55 BARBARIAN Strategy Cards
• 3 Distinct player aid cards
• 2 Six-sided dice
• 1 Box lid, 1 box bottom
• 1 Playbook with scenarios and designer notes
• This rulebook

1.0 Introduction
Barbarians at the Gates is a two player game depicting the 
Western Roman Empire’s internal and external struggles 
and eventual downfall during the 4th and 5th century AD. 

One player (called the ROMAN player below) represents 
the Romans and their fickle Barbarian allies, the other 
player (referred to as the BARBARIAN player below) 
represents the migrating Barbarian tribes and (eventual) 
Roman Usurpers and Pretenders. 

Barbarians at the Gates
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                Loyalist                    Usurper                Byzantine      Barbarian                Allied           Barbarian Tribe     Allied Tribe

Tribal Alignment Track

2.2 Powers

2.2.1 Power Identities
Leaders and Combat units (CUs) in Barbarians at the Gates belong to one of the following powers:

• Barbarian controlled by the Barbarian (in grey)
• Allied controlled by the Roman (in red)

• Loyalist controlled by the Roman (in red)
• Usurper controlled by the Barbarian (in grey)
• Byzantine controlled by the Roman (in purple)

Note: Byzantine CU and Leaders are treated as Loyalist, 
unless otherwise specified in these rules.

Note: the term Roman is a collective term for Byzantine, 
Loyalist, and Usurper (unless otherwise specified). 

Note: Each Tribe (whether currently Allied or Barbarian) 
is a unique sub-power of the Allied or Barbarian powers, 
with their own color for the Leaders and Tribal markers. 
Barbarian and Allied CU do not belong to specific Tribes.

2.2.2 Barbarian Tribes
Barbarian Tribes usually enter the game controlled by the Barbarian player. The following Barbarian tribes are included in 
the game: Alans, Alemanni, Angles, Bagaudae, Britons, Burgundians, Franks, Gepids, Huns, Jutes, Mauri, Ostrogoths, Picti, 
Saxons, Tervingi, Vandals, and Visigoths.

Control over tribes is denoted on the Tribal Alignment track. At the start of the scenario, place a Barbarian control marker 
on each space of the Tribal Alignment track (except those spaces corresponding to tribes already Allied in the scenario). 
Once a Barbarian tribe becomes Allied (generally through the use of the Rome Offers Settlement strategy card event), 
remove the control marker for that tribe. Five tribes are always Barbarian controlled; as such they are not present on the 
Tribal Alignment track.
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2.2.3 Enemy and Friendly Powers
Certain powers are enemies of each other.

The Game Map

• Usurper power is enemy of each other power

• Barbarian power is enemy of each other power

Allied power and Loyalist power are friendly.

• Leaders and CU of friendly powers may continue movement through 
Fortified spaces controlled by the other friendly power

• CU of friendly powers may (temporarily) co-exist in the same space during 
movement without causing a battle (but see 9. Stacking)

• CU at a space controlled by a friendly power do not undergo attrition during the Attrition 
phase and do not change control over the space during the Control phase

Barbarians at the Gates
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2.3 The Game Map
The map depicts the Western Roman Empire, with each 
space representing one of the politically and/or military 
significant locations. These spaces are grouped into the 
different provinces of the Empire which were eventually 
invaded by the Barbarians - Britanniae, Gallia, Hispaniae, 
Illyricum, Italia, and Africa. 

Additionally, the board contains 

• a Turn track
• Provincial Control track
• Tribal Alignment track
• Victory Point/Plunder track
• Dedicated spots for Draw decks, Discard piles, 

Tribal Reserve, and Displaced Leaders
• Several tables (Attrition, Leader Activation, 

Siege and Combat Resolution)

Transit Spaces 
Transit spaces are special, unnamed spaces which are 
neither cultivated nor Walled Cities. Transit spaces are 
never controlled by a player power. Transit spaces count 
as spaces for the purposes of leader movement. However, 
they do not count as spaces for the purposes of

2.3.2 Provinces
Spaces are grouped into provinces, each containing a single 
Provincial Capital. A Provincial Capital contains at all times 
a Walled City Marker (on its Loyalist or Usurper side) 
but can also contain a Tribal Marker or Barbarian/Allied 
Control Marker. Each province has its own distinct color.

• retreat (treat the two spaces connected by a transit 
spaces as adjacent, connected by the “worst” of both 
connections i.e. rough instead of clear, river or strait 
trumping all other connection types)

• migration (treat all spaces connected to the transit 
space as adjacent)

A province is controlled by the Roman player if their 
power(s) control the Provincial Capital space and a majority 
of the cultivated and Walled City spaces in the province 
(potentially through control exerted by different powers). 
Border or transit spaces are never counted for control. 

Exception: In addition to control over the provincial 
capital space and the majority of spaces, IF and only IF 
the provincial capital is under Loyalist control, the Roman 
player must have at least one Loyalist leader in a space in 
Britanniae to control the Britannia Romana and Caledonia 
provinces and must have at least one Loyalist (or Byzantine) 
leader in a space in Africa to control the Africa province.

Example: The Durocortorum and Gesoriacum Walled 
Cities in Gallia Belgica are currently Allied controlled, with 
the Frankish Tribal Marker in Durocortorum. Additionally, 
the Divodurum space is currently Loyalist controlled. This 
suffices for Roman control.

Example: The Londinium space is Loyalist controlled, 
and a majority of spaces in Britannia Romana are Loyalist 
controlled, but no Loyalist leader is present in Britannia 
Romana or Caledonia. Britannia Romana is not Roman 
controlled.

Example: The Londinium space is Allied controlled and 
a majority of spaces in Britannia Romana are Allied or 
Loyalist controlled. Britannia Romana is Roman controlled, 
even if no Loyalist leader present.

If a province is not controlled by the Roman player, it is 
considered to be uncontrolled.

2.3.1 Types of Map Spaces

Cultivated Spaces
Cultivated spaces are the standard spaces making up most 
of the map of Barbarians at the Gates. Cultivated spaces 
count for province control (see 2.3.2), can be converted 
during movement without siege unless containing a 
Fortification Marker(see 10.2) and can provide Plunder 
(see 14.1.2).

Walled Cities
Walled City spaces count for province control (see 2.3.2), 
can provide Plunder (see 14.1.2), are fortified (see 2.5) and 
must be sieged to change control (see 13.0). 

If the name of a Walled City space is underlined, it is a 
Provincial Capital (example Mediolanum). 

Border Spaces
These are named spaces which are neither Cultivated 
nor Walled Cities. Border spaces counts as spaces for all 
purposes (including movement, retreat and migration), 
can be converted during movement without siege unless 
containing a Fortification Marker (see 10.2) but do 
not provide Plunder (see 14.1.2). They never count for 
provincial control but will change sides due to an Usurp 
effect. 
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Note: Barbarian control of provinces is not checked. 

While a province is controlled by the Roman player, its Provincial control Marker (in the space reserved for that province 
on the Provincial Control track) is flipped to its Roman side. When it is uncontrolled, it is flipped to its Usurper side.

Note: When cards or rules refer to Britanniae, Gallia and Italia, they refer respectively to the provinces of Britannia Romana 
and Caledonia, the provinces of Gallia Belgica, Gallia Lugdunensis and Gallia Viennensis and the provinces of Italia 
Annonaria and Italia Suburbicaria. 

Note: All spaces in Africa, Britannia Romana, Gallia, 
Illyricum, Italia, and Hispaniae are printed “red” on the map 
and are treated as Loyalist controlled unless covered with 
an Allied, Usurper or Barbarian control marker. All non-
Transit spaces in the Caledonia and Germania provinces 
are printed respectively blue or black on the map and are 
treated as Barbarian controlled unless covered with an 
Allied, Loyalist or Usurper control marker. There are no 
Byzantine control markers (when Byzantine CU and/or 
leaders are changing control over a space, they change to 
Loyalist control). 

Note: As it is an Allied tribe, use Allied markers to indicate 
Briton control.

2.3.3 Connection Types: 
Clear connections are the easiest connections to cross; 
in addition to movement costs, strait and major river 
connections also give severe combat penalties when 
compared to clear and rough connections.

Provincial Control Track

Connection Type Legend

2.3.4 Zones
Land Zones
In addition to the spaces (used by units of both players) 
described above, there are three Land Zones in the game 
(the Mauretania, Further East and Eastern Roman Empire 
zones). 

• Only the Barbarian player may move into the Mauretania 
and Further East Land Zones, with units belonging to 
the Barbarian power only (exception: the strategy card 
event of Eastern Conquests allows Loyalist leaders and 
CU to enter the Further East zone). 

• Only the Roman player may move in and out of the Eastern 
Roman Empire Land Zone, with units belonging to the 
Byzantine power only. 

Barbarians at the Gates
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Tribal Markers can co-exist in the Further East land zone. 
For all other purposes, these land zones count as normal 
spaces. 

Whenever both players have CU in the same Land Zone 
(only possible after play of the Eastern Conquests strategy 
event!), activated leaders in the Further East zone may 
pay 1 AP to initiate a battle between the activated leader 
(and all CU under their control) against all enemy leaders 
and CU in that Land Zone.

Sea Zones
There are two Sea Zones – Oceanus Atlanticus and Mare 
Nostrum. 

Spaces bordering a Sea Zone(s) are Ports (name in blue 
rather than black).

• All ports adjacent to the Mare Nostrum are Mediterranean 
Ports; all other ports are Atlantic ports. 

• The Tingis and Mons Calpe spaces are both Mediterranean 
and Atlantic ports. 

Naval movement, Naval Raiding and Naval Migration is only 
possible between ports adjacent to the same Sea Zone (see 
10.6, 14.1 and 16.2 respectively).

Port Example

2.4 How to read the counters

2.4.1 Combat Units (CU) 
CU always indicate the power they belong to and their 
strength value. Combat units in different quantities 
are interchangeable (e.g. 2 units with strength 1 can be 
replaced with a strength 2 unit of the same power). 

2.4.2 Leaders

2.4.2.1 Anatomy

Leaders have a unique name and 2 ratings - initiative and 
tactical rating.

• INITIATIVE RATING is the base amount of OPs required to 
activate the leader (see 10.2).

• TACTICAL RATING is the bonus the leader receives for 
intercept or avoid battle attempts and is used in battle 
to determine if either side receives a combat modifier 
for superior leadership.

Loyalist                   Usurper

                       Allied               Barbarian            Byzantine

CU come in five powers: 

• Loyalist 
• Usurper (on the reverse side of Loyalist)
• Barbarian
• Allied (on the reverse side of Barbarian) 
• Byzantine Roman (with higher 

denominations on the reverse side).

        Loyalist Leader        Barbarian Leader      Byzantine Leader

Initiative

tactical
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2.4.2.2 Emperors

Certain leaders are Emperors (identified with a star (“*”) 
next to their name. Additionally, any leader marked with 
the Successful Usurpator marker (see 17.2.2) counts as an 
Emperor.

2.4.2.5 Replacing Leaders

Many cards refer to flipping (or replacing) a leader; this 
means turning the leader over from his current side to his 
reverse side. 

• On the reverse side of Loyalist Leaders is their Usurper 
Counterpart marker

• On the reverse side of the non-Emperor Byzantine 
leader (Dux Byzantina) is the Emperor Byzantine leader 
(Julius Nepos)

• On the reverse side of many Barbarian leaders is their 
successor (or replacement) with different stats. When 
a strategy event instructs you to replace a Barbarian 
leader, flip his counter to the reverse side. 

Note: Strategy events which replace Barbarian leaders can 
only be played for their event when that leader’s Tribal 
Marker is in play. Furthermore if the leader was displaced 
at the time of play, enter the leader on his tribe’s Tribal 
Marker first prior to executing the Strategy Event.

2.4.2.3 Overall Commander and Subordinate Leaders

Whenever there are multiple leaders of the same power 
in a space, the owning player must select one to be the 
overall commander and place the others underneath 
the commander to denote that they are subordinate. 
This choice may be made (and updated) whenever it is 
necessary to know the overall commander (not limited to 
phasing player’s turn). 

Limitations:

• Emperor leaders cannot be subordinate 
to non-Emperor leaders

• Loyalist leaders cannot be subordinate to 
non-Emperor, non-Loyalist leaders

Note: although they cannot be overall commander in a 
space, non-Emperor leaders in same space as an Emperor 
leader can still be activated. In that case they can move 
together with any number of CU and/or leaders they can 
subordinate, but the overall commander must remain 
behind (with at least one CU of the same power unless the 
overall commander remains behind in a Fortified space).

2.4.2.4 Force Definition

A leader accompanied by any number of CU is called a 
Force.

   Loyalist Emperor     Usurper Emperor       Successful Usurpator

The Genseric strategy card

Barbarians at the Gates
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2.4.2.6 Leader Displacement

The instant a leader is without CU in a space containing 
enemy CU (without being in the garrison of a Fortified 
space), place the leader (and any subordinate leaders) in the 
displaced leaders box Exception: Loyalist Emperor leaders 
and any Usurper leaders displaced are permanently 
eliminated instead.

A leader also becomes displaced 
(or permanently eliminated 
if Usurper or Emperor) if 
all CU accompanying the 
leader are eliminated due to 
battle losses, retreat losses 
or attrition losses, or if the 
Fortified space they occupy is 
successfully sieged. Displaced 
leaders are returned during the 
Reinforcement phase (unless 
permanently eliminated). 

2.4.3 Tribal Markers
Each tribe has a Tribal Marker in the countermix, with the 
Barbarian side of the tribe (Barbarian player side) on the 
front side (in the tribal color) and the Allied side of the 
tribe (Roman player side) on the reverse side (in Red). 

                         Allied side                Barbarian side

The number on this marker is the tribe’s Reinforcement 
score (always 1 when Allied; when strategy events or rules 
refer to a tribe’s Reinforcement score, this always refers to 
the score on the Barbarian side). 

Note: As a reminder of the tribal reinforcement score 
(when flipped to its Allied side), this is printed on the Tribal 
Alignment track. 

The Alan, Bagaudae, Gepid, Hun and Mauri tribes have no 
Allied side (and correspondingly can never be Allied or the 
target of a Rome Offers Settlement card). As such, they are 
also not represented on the Tribal Alignment track. 

The Rome Offers Settlement strategy card

Whenever a Loyalist Emperor leader is displaced (and 
subsequently permanently eliminated), reduce VP by 1. 

Whenever an Usurper Emperor leader is displaced (and 
subsequently permanently eliminated), convert all Usurper 
CU, control markers and leaders on the board to the 
Loyalist power (see 17.2.3).

Whenever an Usurper leader is displaced (and subsequently 
permanently eliminated), unless there is another Usurper 
leader in play, convert all Usurper CU and control markers 
on the board to the Loyalist power (see 17.2.3). 
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2.4.4 Castra & Colonia markers
These markers indicate the presence of a Fortification in 
the space. A Fortification Marker cannot be placed in a 
Transit or Walled City space. 

A Fortification Marker can only exist in a Loyalist or 
Usurper controlled cultivated or border space. If a space 
containing a Fortification Marker ever becomes Allied or 
Barbarian controlled (e.g. through play of a Rome Offers 
Settlement strategy event), eliminate the Fortification 
Marker.

2.4.6 Game State Markers
• VP marker (is placed on the VP track to mark the Roman 

player’s current VP). The reverse side is used to indicate 
a current victory point total higher than 9.

• Turn Marker. The reverse side is used after play of the 
Imperial Succession Fights event.

• Plunder Track marker (is placed on the VP track to mark 
the Barbarian player’s current Plunder).

• Provincial Control markers (are placed on the provincial 
control track to indicate Roman control over provinces)

• Various markers indicating Ongoing effects of Strategy 
cards.

                      Loyalist Castra             Usurper Colonia

Spaces containing a Fortification Marker are fortified (see 
2.5). A cultivated or border space containing a Fortification 
marker must be sieged to be converted. 

A Castra marker can be upgraded to a Colonia marker (via 
a Reinforcement action taken with OPs or through card 
play) and a Colonia marker can be downgraded to a Castra 
marker (through Siege, see 13.2). 

2.4.5 Walled City markers
The Countermix contains a unique Walled City marker for 
each Walled City space on the game board. On the front 
side of each walled city marker is its Loyalist version; on 
the reverse side is its Usurper version. Depending on the 
Player whose power controls the city, flip the Walled City 
Marker to that side (Loyalist = Roman player, Usurper = 
Barbarian player) to indicate control.

When a Tribe (Allied or Barbarian) controls a walled city 
(with no Tribal Marker present), flip the walled city marker 
to the side (Loyalist or Usurper) matching the player who 
controls the Tribe, then place an Allied or Barbarian control 
marker on the walled city marker. 

When an Allied Tribe controls a Provincial Capital with its 
Tribal marker, it can no longer move (indicating the tribe 
has permanently “claimed” or “settled” the region around 
that Capital space). When a Barbarian Tribe controls a 
Provincial Capital with its Tribal marker, it is no longer 
mandatory to move this Tribe during the Migration phase.

          VP                     Turn                   Plunder               Massacre
      Marker               Marker                 Marker                Marker

Barbarians at the Gates
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2.5 Terminology
Spaces can be 

• Loyalist/Usurper:  in this case the space is covered with 
a Loyalist/Usurper control marker (or a square walled 
city marker for a walled city space). 

• Allied: the space is covered with an Allied Tribal Marker 
or with an Allied control marker. Normally at least 
one walled city per Allied tribe will be allied; the first 
provincial capital belonging to an Allied tribe is covered 
with its Tribal marker (afterwards the tribe marker 
cannot move again). Other Walled Cities controlled 
by the same Allied tribe are marked with their Loyalist 
walled city marker, additionally covered with an Allied 
control marker.

• Barbarian: the space is covered with a Barbarian control 
marker or a Tribal marker. Walled Cities controlled by 
barbarian tribes are marked with their Usurper walled 
city marker, additionally covered with a Barbarian 
control marker or Tribal Marker.

Example: In the above picture, Durocortorum, Augusta 
Treverorum and Divodurum are Allied controlled. Atuatuca 
Tungrorum and Noviomagus are Barbarian controlled. All 
other spaces are Loyalist controlled.

Additionally, spaces can be Fortified. Fortified spaces can 
always contain a garrison (but Allied or Barbarian CU can 
never be part of a garrison).

The following spaces are fortified: 

• all Walled City spaces

• all spaces containing Fortification Markers (but only 
Loyalist or Usurper controlled spaces can contain 
Fortification Markers)

All other spaces are Unfortified.

Example (continued): In the above picture, the following 
spaces are fortified: Durocortorum, Augusta Treverorum, 
Gesoriacum and Castra Vetera. If the Barbarian (or Allied) 
power would gain control over the Castra Vetera space, 
the Fortification marker would be removed and the space 
would become unfortified.

Gallia Belgica Province
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2.6 Strategy Card Anatomy

2.6.1 General Strategy Cards
Each card has a Strategy event and an OPs value. Additionally, at the bottom of the card is the card’s number, to which deck 
(Prelude, Core, First Wave, Second Wave or Third Wave) the card belongs and whether playing the card for its Strategy 
event removes the card from the game or not.

OPs value Event Name

Event

Deck and card number Remove if event played

Strategy Card

2.6.2 Battle Cards
Battle cards are marked with Black coloring behind the 
card name. Battle cards can be played (one per player per 
battle) for their Strategy event during battles.

2.6.3 Response Cards
Response cards are marked with Blue coloring behind 
the card name. Response cards have Strategy events that 
can be played by the non-phasing player, reacting to the 
phasing player’s actions during their impulse.

Top of Battle Card Top of Response Card

Barbarians at the Gates
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2.6.4 Invasion Cards
Invasion cards are marked with Red coloring behind the 
card name. Invasion cards enter new Tribal Markers and/
or Barbarian Leaders into the game. Only the Barbarian 
player has Invasion cards. There are no specific rules 
associated with Invasion cards.

3.0 Set Up
Players choose sides, select a scenario from the playbook, 
prepare their decks and set up pieces as specified in the 
playbook under scenarios and set up. 

3.1 Turns
Any game of Barbarians at the Gates is played over a set of 
turns indicated by the scenario. The full game consists of

• two prelude turns (turns A and B)

• nine Migration turns (turn 1-9)

The turn track also contains the names of Leaders (who 
will get added during that turn’s Reinforcement phase) 
and Waves (which indicate that cards are to be added to 
the draw decks during that turn’s Draw phase.

Turn Track

Top of Invasion Card

Scoring Track

4.0 How to win

4.1 Scoring VP
Only the Roman player VP’s are tracked in this game. 
The Roman player’s VP are increased or reduced through 
controlling Provinces during each turn’s Scoring Phase, 
the loss of Emperors in battle or siege and from the result 
of the Plunder track. Additionally, certain strategy card 
events provide VP increases or reductions.

Roman VP can never go below 0. Ignore any VP loss that 
occurs when Roman VP is at 0; any VP losses ignored in 
this way have no impact on future Roman VP gains.
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4.2 Automatic Victory
If the Roman player either

• has no Loyalist CU remaining on the board 
during or after any game turn

• OR controls zero provinces during the scoring 
phase (for this purpose only, the Roman player 
does not count provinces whose provincial 
capital contains an Allied Tribal Marker)

• OR is reduced to 0 VP at the end of the scoring phase

he immediately loses the game and the Barbarian player 
wins the game.

4.3 Game-End Victory
Each scenario specifies the final turn of the game. At the 
end of this turn, if no automatic victory occurred, end the 
game and check the scenario special rules to determine the 
winning player. 

5.1 Draw Phase (6.2)
Each player draws up to hand size (with the Roman player 
drawing one Tribal Reserve card for each Allied Tribal 
Marker they control, to a maximum of 3). 

Note: the amount of cards added to the Tribal Reserve is 
reduced by one after play of the Bureaucratic Revolution 
strategy event by the Roman player. 

Example: The Roman player controls the Frankish, Briton 
and Ostrogoth Allied tribes. During the draw phase, they 
place three cards from the top of their deck face-down on 
top of the Tribal Reserve and subsequently draw four cards 
into their hand.

Example (continued): The Roman player plays the Rome 
Offers Settlement strategy event and gains control over the 
Vandal Allied tribe. During the next draw phase, they will 
still place only three cards in the Tribal Reserve.

Example (continued): The Roman player then loses 
control over both the Vandal and the Frankish tribes. In 
future draw phases, they will only place two cards in Tribal 
Reserve, drawing their other five allotted cards into their 
hand.

5.0 Sequence of Play
Each turn is divided into seven phases played in the 
following order:

  1. Draw Phase

  2. Strategy Phase

  3. Attrition Phase

  4. Control Phase

  5. Migration Phase

  6. Scoring Phase

  7. Reinforcement Phase

The Bureaucratic Revolution strategy card

Barbarians at the Gates
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5.2 Strategy Phase
The strategy phase consists of a series of impulses. Barbarian 
player always takes the first impulse unless Roman player 
reveals and plays a Campaign Card from their hand as their 
first impulse (using it for OPs or Strategy Event as desired). 

During each impulse, the phasing player either plays a card 
(from hand or Tribal Reserve) or (if they have fewer cards 
in hand plus Tribal reserve combined than their opponent) 
passes without playing a card. 

Example: The Roman player becomes the phasing player 
when they have four cards in hand and one card in their 
Tribal Reserve, while the Barbarian player still has six cards 
in hand. The Roman player may play a card (including from 
their Tribal Reserve) or may pass. If they pass, then once 
the Barbarian player has played a card, the Roman player 
will be forced to play a card, as at that moment they will 
have 4+1 cards which is equal to the number of Barbarian 
cards in hand.

Impulses continue until neither player has cards remaining 
(including in the Tribal Reserve).

5.3 Attrition Phase (18)
During the Attrition Phase, each player makes one attrition 
check for each space occupied by their CU but controlled 
by an enemy power (even if same player controls both 
powers) and applies the resulting losses to those CU (see 
18).

5.4 Control Phase (19)
During the Control Phase, players place control markers 
belonging to that power in enemy unfortified Border and 
Cultivated spaces occupied by a CU of one of their powers 
(potentially increasing the Plunder track). 

Additionally, leaders with at least 3 CU currently besieging 
an enemy Fortified space may make one free siege roll.

Finally, Usurper controlled spaces may change control to 
Loyalist controlled.

5.5 Migration Phase (16.2)
The Barbarian player may move each of their Tribal 
markers a number of spaces up to the current Wave level 
(i.e. zero during the Prelude turns, one, up to two or up 
to three spaces), with a mandatory minimum of one after 
Wave one. 

5.6 Scoring Phase
The Roman player’s VP score is increased by 1 for each 
Province they control (by both Allied and Loyalist powers) 
over seven or reduced by 1 for each Province they lack to 
control seven. 

If the Roman player controls no provincial capital without 
a Allied tribal marker or is reduced to 0 points now, the 
Barbarian player wins. 

If it is the final turn of the scenario, the game ends and 
the winner is decided according to the scenario victory 
conditions (see playbook).

5.7 Reinforcement Phase
During the Reinforcement Phase, each power receives 
reinforcements as follows:

• For each of their tribes, the Barbarian player places a 
number of Barbarian CU on its unbesieged Tribal marker 
equal to the tribal reinforcement score (as printed on 
the Tribal Marker). 

Example: It is the
Reinforcement Phase and 
the Frankish Tribal Marker 
is on Durocortorum. The 
Barbarian player places 
three Barbarian CU on the 
Durocortorum space.  

• The Roman player places 1 Allied CU on each 
unbesieged Allied Tribal Marker they control.

Example: It is the
Reinforcement Phase and 
the Frankish Tribal Marker 
is on Durocortorum, flipped 
to its Allied side. The Roman 
player places a single Allied 
CU on the Durocortorum 
space. 
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• The Roman player places 1 Loyalist CU in each unbesieged 
Loyalist controlled provincial capital.

Example: It is the Reinforcement Phase and the Loyalist 
power controls the Durocortorum provincial capital. The 
Roman player places one Loyalist CU on Durocortorum.

• Barbarian player places 2 Usurper CU on each space 
containing at least one unbesieged Usurper leader.

Example: The Bonifatius leader is on his Usurper side on 
the Durocortorum space. He is currently besieged by the 
Aetius leader. He receives no reinforcements this turn.

• There are never Byzantine reinforcements. Byzantine 
CU enter play only via Strategy Card events.

Additionally, displaced leaders are available once more and 
must be placed by the controlling player.

• Barbarian and Allied leaders are placed on their Tribal 
Marker if unbesieged (additionally, unbesieged Allied 
and Barbarian leaders in play may be relocated to their 
Tribal Marker as if displaced).

• Loyalist leaders are placed with any unbesieged Loyalist 
CU or in any unbesieged Loyalist controlled Walled City 
space. 

• The Dux Byzantina leader is placed with any unbesieged 
Byzantine CU or in the Eastern Roman Empire zone.

• Usurper and Emperor leaders never return to the game 
(displacing such a leader permanently eliminates that 
leader).

New leaders can arrive to the game (printed on the turn 
track / mentioned in scenario special rules)

• Newly arriving non-Emperor leaders are placed like 
displaced leaders.

• Newly arriving Emperor leaders are placed like displaced 
leaders, with the following rules:

 

If they could be not placed according to the above cases (i.e. 
no unbesieged CU were available), permanently eliminate 
both the arriving leader and any leaders that should have 
been eliminated according to the above cases.

At the end of the Reinforcement Phase, advance the turn 
marker and begin the next turn. 

6.0 Card Decks and Hands

6.1 Individual Decks
Each player draws cards from their own deck of strategy 
cards and has their own discard pile. 

Additionally, each player’s deck is divided in five sections - 
Prelude, Core, First Wave, Second Wave and Third Wave. 

• Prelude cards are only used in the Successor Strife and 
Barbarians at the Gates scenario and are removed after 
the end of turn B

• Core cards are always available

• The First Wave cards only become available at turn 1.
 

• The later “waves” of cards only become available during 
the draw phase of turn 3 and turn 6 respectively. See 
Turn Track, special scenario rules and below (6.2.1).

      Barbarian Card Back                            Roman Card Back

• If no Loyalist leader in play currently has the 
Successful Usurpator marker, Roman player 
places them on their Loyalist side with any 
unbesieged Loyalist CU or in any unbesieged 
Loyalist controlled Walled City, then permanently 
eliminates all other Loyalist Emperor leaders.

• Otherwise, Usurper player places them on their 
Usurper side with any unbesieged Usurper CU or 
in any unbesieged Usurper controlled Walled City, 
then permanently eliminates all other Emperors 
belonging to the Usurper power.

Barbarians at the Gates
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6.2 The Draw Cards Phase

6.2.1 Additional Waves
If it is turn 1, remove all Prelude-only cards from the deck. 
Both players now shuffle deck, discard and First Wave 
cards together to form their new draw decks. This is called 
the First Wave. Migration movement is now available to 
the Barbarian player and will move Tribal Markers 1 space.

If it is turn 3, both players shuffle current deck and Second 
Wave cards to form a new draw deck. This is called the 
Second Wave. Until the beginning of the Third Wave, 
Migration movement will move Tribal Markers up to 2 
spaces (instead of 1). 

If it is turn 6, both players shuffle current deck and Third 
Wave cards to form a new draw deck. This is called the 
Third Wave.  For remainder of game, Migration movement 
will move Tribal Markers up to 3 spaces (instead of up to 
2).

Note: When adding the First Wave, also add the current 
discard. Do NOT add the current discard when adding the 
Second and Third Waves.

6.2.2 Draw
Each player draws strategy cards from their deck:

• Barbarian player draws cards from the Barbarian deck 
until they have 7 cards in hand.

• Roman player first places a number of cards equal to the 
number of Allied Tribes they control (i.e. equal to the 
number of Tribal Markers in play on their “Allied” side) 
to a maximum of 3 (2 after Bureaucratic Revolution) 
from the top of the Roman deck face-down as their 
Tribal Reserve (see 7.2) , then draws until their Tribal 
Reserve plus cards in hand equal 7 (never counting the 
Barbarian Baptization card while it is face-up in the 
Tribal Reserve). 

6.3 Reshuffling
If a player exhausts their deck while drawing cards, they 
shuffle their discard pile to form a new deck and continue 
drawing. 

7.0 Cards

7.1 Description
Each strategy card has an Operations (OPs) value between 
1 and 3 and a strategy event description with instructions 
for playing that card as an event. 

During their impulse, a player may use a card to do one of 
the following seven actions:

• Activate Leader: Activate a leader who receives a variable 
number of Action Points  Exception: Leaders with an 
initiative rating of 3 cannot be activated by a 1-OPs card

• Reinforcement: May only be executed when playing a 
card with an OPs value of 3. Place 2 CU as a reinforcement 
for one single Power.

• Loyalist reinforcements are placed in any 
unbesieged Loyalist provincial capital. The CU 
must be placed in different provinces if possible.

• Usurper reinforcements are placed with a single 
unbesieged Usurper leader

• Barbarian or Allied reinforcements are placed 
on the unbesieged Tribal Marker (or with an 
unbesieged leader) of different tribes if possible.

Up to one Loyalist (or Usurper) CU reinforcement may 
be substituted by placing a Castra marker (or upgrading 
an existing Castra marker to a Colonia marker) in a 
Loyalist (or Usurper) Border or cultivated space not 
occupied by enemy CU. 

• In the case of Loyalist reinforcement, this 
must still be in a different province than 
the remaining reinforcement, if possible.

 

• In the case of Usurper reinforcement, this 
must be in the same province as the Usurper 
leader receiving the reinforcements.

Example: The Roman player plays a 3 OPs card and 
indicates they will take a Reinforcement action with 
the Allied power. They control only the Frankish Tribe 
and place 2 Allied CU on the Frankish Tribal marker. 
Alternatively, they could place both CU with the Chlodio 
leader if unbesieged, or place one with each. If the 
Roman player also controlled the Pictish Tribe, they 
would have to place 1 CU with the Frankish Tribe (Tribal 
Marker or Chlodio leader) and 1 CU with the Pictish 
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Tribe (Tribal Marker or Vuradech leader). The 
Roman player could do this with a card from hand or 
from Tribal Reserve.

Example: the Roman player plays a 3 card and 
indicates they will take a Reinforcement action 
with the Loyalist power. They place 1 CU in the 
Mediolanum space and then substitute a Castra 
placement in Lindum (instead of placing 1 CU in 
the Londinium space). They can do this even if not 
controlling the Londinium space (as long as the 
Lindum space is Loyalist controlled). They could 
not place the Castra Fortification in any space 
in Italia Annonaria (as 1 CU was already place 
in Mediolanum, the Provincial Capital of Italia 
Annonaria).

7.2 Tribal Reserve
Once the Roman player controls at least one Allied Tribe, 
at the beginning of the turn they will receive cards in their 
Tribal Reserve (see 6.2.3). 

Cards in the Tribal Reserve can be used as follows: 

• Whenever the Roman player is the Phasing player and 
there are cards in the Tribal Reserve, the Roman player 
may announce a Tribal action instead of a normal action. 
Tribal actions are 

After announcing a Tribal action (i.e. indicating the leader 
to be activated or the intention to take a Reinforcement 
or Forced March action), the Roman player reveals and 
discards cards from their Tribal Reserve until they have 
accumulated sufficient OPs for their desired action (3 in 
the case of Reinforcement, 1-3 in the case of activation 
and forced marches) or until they have discarded the 
last card of the Tribal Reserve. If there is still a shortfall 
of OPs, the Roman player can choose to either discard 
any number of cards from their hand to cover this or to 
cancel the action. If the action is cancelled, the Tribal 
Reserve card(s) are still discarded and the Barbarian 
player will take the next action. The total number of OPs 
generated for Tribal actions can never exceed 3 (ignore 
excess OPs).

Example: The Roman player announces a Reinforcement 
Tribal action. They control only the Frankish tribe and 
reveals a 2 OPs card from their Tribal Reserve (which 
is then exhausted). Roman player must choose to either 
discard a 1+ OPs card from their hand to cover the 1 
OPs shortfall or to cancel the Reinforcement action, 
discarding the 2 OPs card and passing the turn to the 
Barbarian player.

Example: The Roman player controls the Frankish and 
Pictish tribes and has two cards remaining in their Tribal 
Reserve. They announce a Reinforcement Tribal action. 
They reveal a 2 OPs card from their Tribal Reserve. 
Roman player must choose to either discard another card 
from their Tribal Reserve or to cancel the Reinforcement 
action (cards from hand can only be added once the 
Tribal Reserve is exhausted). 

Example: The Roman player announces a Forced march 
Tribal action. They reveal a 1 OPs card from their Tribal 

• Migration (available turn 1 onwards): The Barbarian player 
(only) may make a Migration Move with a number of 
unbesieged Tribal Markers up to the card’s OPs value. 
This move is 1 space (up to 2 spaces after Second Wave 
cards are added to the deck, up to 3 spaces when the 
Third Wave cards were added to the deck), and up to 
one Tribal Marker may make a Naval Migration Move. 
(see 16.2)

• Raid: The Barbarian player may make a Raid Move with 
a number of CUs up to the card’s value (see 14.1).

 

• Forced March: A number of Loyalist / Usurper / Allied 
CU up to double the card’s OPs value may be moved, 
but only through friendly spaces to a friendly space (see 
14.2).

• Successful Usurpation: Once per turn, the Roman player 
may discard a card of any value to execute a Successful 
Usurpation action (see 17.2.2).

• Event: Rather than playing a card for its OPs value, 
playing the card for the event causes the card’s Strategy 
Event to occur. Follow the instructions on the card. 
Certain cards are permanently removed from the game 
after playing them for their Strategy Card event.

(1) Activating an Allied leader (or the Sarus/
Ricimer Loyalist leaders as indicated on the 
Strategy event through which they enter play),

(2) Reinforcement for Allied tribes

(3) Forced marches by Allied CU
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Reserve. They can either take a 1-OPs Forced March 
action (moving up to 2 Allied CU), discard further cards 
from Tribal Reserve (until exhausted) and/or hand (once 
Tribal Reserve exhausted) to a maximum of 3-OPs or 
cancel the Forced March, discarding the 1-OPs card.

7.3 Timing

7.3.1 Response Events
Blue shading around the name of a strategy card means the 
card can be played as an event during the Strategy Phase 
even if your opponent is the phasing player. A response 
card can also be played in reaction to other response cards. 
A player may play multiple response cards during a single 
impulse provided that each card’s prerequisites can be met. 
If both players want to respond to a certain game situation, 
phasing player has the first card play, after which both 
players alternate responses.

7.3.2 Battle Events
Black Shading around the name of a strategy card means 
the card can be played as an event during battles (by 
phasing and non-phasing player), see 12. 

7.3.3 Invasion Events
Red Shading around the name of a strategy card means the 
card counts as an Invasion. There is no limit to the amount 
of Invasion cards that can be played in a single turn.

7.3.4 Removed Events
The phrase “remove from the game” at the bottom of a 
card means that the card is permanently removed from 
play if it is used for its strategy event. In case the removal 
is conditional, the text is not placed at the bottom of the 
card but within the event text.

Leaders (or raiding CU) take control over spaces using 
APs (see 10 and 14), while CU can take control over spaces 
during the Control Phase (19). When control over a border 
or cultivated space changes, place square control markers 
belonging to the power that took control (see 14.1). 

       Loyalist               Usurper             Barbarian                Allied
Control Markers

8.0 Political Support
Control of spaces is indicated by square control markers 
(for border and cultivated spaces) or city markers (for 
walled city spaces). Transfer spaces are never controlled.

• Right of passage. Alternatively, during a normal 
activation of a Loyalist leader (or during Forced 
March), the Roman player can discard the top card of 
the Tribal Reserve to allow Loyalist movement through 
Allied spaces for the duration of the impulse (but see 9. 
Stacking).

• The strategy event of certain cards (Heraclius et 
Maximus and Magistri Utriusque Militiae) allows the 
Roman player to discard a card from Tribal Reserve to 
gain Loyalist CU.

After play of the Barbarian Baptization strategy event by 
the Roman player, this card is placed on the bottom of the 
Tribal Reserve. Once per turn (including on the turn it was 
played for its strategy event), the Roman player may use 
(the OPs of) the Barbarian Baptization card for the purpose 
of taking a Tribal Reserve action, for Right of Passage or 
for any other effect requiring a Tribal Reserve card (e.g. 
Heraclius et Maximus).

The Barbarian Baptization
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Control markers may be placed in such a way on Unfortified 
spaces (control over Fortified spaces changes through the 
Siege action, see 13). Remove control markers already 
there, if any.

If the power which controls the space as printed on the 
gameboard takes control over a space, remove any control 
marker already there without placing a new one.

Example: a Loyalist stack is attacked and both an Allied 
and a Loyalist Force intercept. At the end of the impulse, 
if the Roman player is victorious, the Allied stack would 
be returned to its original space from which it intercepted 
the Barbarian player’s move while the intercepting Loyalist 
stack must consolidate with the Loyalist stack which began 
the impulse in the battle space.

• If as the result of a successful Relief of a siege: the relief 
Force returns to the adjacent space from which it came 
after the besieging Force retreats (but see the second 
exception above in case an enemy power relieves a 
siege)

• If as the result of newly placed CU or Fortification Markers: 
the stack of Violating CU moves to an adjacent space 
where stacking rules would be obeyed

• If as the result of Right of Passage: move the violating 
Force to an adjacent Loyalist space

 

• If Unled CU: move violating CU to an adjacent space 
where stacking rules would be obeyed

• If as the result of the Barbarian Kingdoms Strife strategy 
card: move violating Force or CU to an adjacent space 
where stacking rules would be obeyed. If no such space, 
move violating stacks to the Tribal marker of the Allied 
leader activated by the strategy card.

Under all above circumstances, if a single move would not 
solve the stacking issue, eliminate CU until no stacking 
rules remain violated.

Exception: multiple violations can be solved in succession 
if each solution causes a different violation, e.g. a Loyalist 
Force relieving a siege of an Allied Walled City would first 
be moved away from the Walled City and if subsequently on 
an Allied controlled space, could be moved to an adjacent 
Loyalist space (if possible) before being eliminated.

Multiple strategy card events place leaders and/or CU. No 
such placements are allowed if they would violate stacking 
rules.

Example: The Barbatio card is played, placing the Barbatio 
leader and 2 CU in any Loyalist space. The Roman player 
may not choose a Loyalist space containing CU from 
any other power (including a friendly power) except the 
Byzantine power.

Example: The Frankish invasion card is played, placing 
the Frankish Tribal Marker, Chlodio and 6 Barbarian CU 
on Teutoburger Wald, which is already occupied by a 
Barbarian CU. The placement is allowed as Barbarian CU 
can stack together and no stacking rule is violated.

9.0 Stacking
At the end of any card play, no Forces from distinct powers 
may stack together (exception: Loyalist and Byzantine CU 
and leaders may stack and move together), counting each 
Tribe (Allied or Barbarian) as a distinct power (remember 
that only Tribal Markers and Leaders count as part of a 
Tribe; all Allied or Barbarian CU are interchangeable). This 
includes Walled City Markers and Fortification Markers 
(i.e. Allied leaders may not stack on Loyalist controlled 
Walled Cities nor may Barbarian leaders stack on Usurper 
Fortifications)!

Exception: Forces from one single power may be part of 
the garrison of a besieged Fortified space while Forces 
from one single other power besiege that space.

During an impulse, Forces from different powers may 
stack together, both from the phasing player (due to the 
use of Campaign cards resulting in a Combined Attack, due 
to the Relief of a Siege where the garrison was composed 
of CU from a different power than the relief Force or due 
to Right of Passage) and the non-phasing player (due to 
the use of Interception). Only friendly forces may stack 
together in this way.

Exception: Usurper and Barbarian CU may stack together 
due to Relief of a Siege against an Usurper garrison, but 
after battle the relief force (if 3 CU or more) will continue 
the siege (if 2 or fewer CU remaining after relief, return the 
relief force to the space from which they entered the siege 
space). 

Under no circumstance may unled CU remain in an enemy 
controlled space (this can occur due to the removal of an 
Emperor leader during the Reinforcement phase or by play 
of strategy event Victorious General Assassinated). 

If illegal stacking persists at the end of an impulse, violating 
Forces must be placed 

• If as the result of a campaign: one stack moves into the 
Battle space, the others move back to the last space 
they moved to before moving to the Battle space (as if 
retreating from battle as the attacker).

• If as the result of interception, any intercepting Force(s) 
violating stacking move back to their original space(s) 
until the situation is once again legal.
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10.0 Movement

10.1 Who May Move
To move Forces, a player must first activate one of their 
leaders by playing a card for OPs during its impulse or by 
playing a strategy event that provides leader activation(s). 

Alternatively, CU without leaders may be moved using 
the Forced March (14.2) or Raiding (14.1) actions (or move 
along with a Tribal Marker during migration).

10.1.1 Force Composition
An activated leader may move with up to 10 CU stacked 
with him plus any number of subordinate leaders.

10.1.2 Pick Up / Drop Off
As a leader moves, he can pick up and drop off CU and 
leaders of the same power in spaces along the way, within 
the following restrictions:

• no more than 10 CU may be moving at any instant

• Picked-up leaders are subordinated to the moving leader 
and must be able to be subordinated by the moving 
leader (as such Emperor leaders may only be picked up 
by other Emperor leaders)

10.2 Movement Allowance

10.2.1 Action Point Allocation
An activated leader receives 

• a base allotment of four Action Points (AP) 

• plus one additional action point for each OPs spent in 
activating him in surplus of his Initiative Rating

• minus two AP for each such OPs shortfall 

Unless otherwise specified, leaders activated through a 
strategy card effect (not OPs) receive action points as if 
they were activated by that strategy card’s OPs value.

Example: the Aetius leader, when activated by the strategy 
event of Minor Campaign would receive 6 AP, as he has an 
initiative rating of 1 and the Minor Campaign card has an 
OPs value of 3. If the Honorius leader would be activated 
by the same strategy event, he would receive only 4 Action 
Points.

10.2.2 Action Point Expenditure
Activated leaders (and the CU they are moving with) move 
from space to adjacent space, paying 

• 1 AP for each clear connection crossed
• 2 AP to cross a rough or river connection
• 3 AP for a strait connection or naval move 

Leader Activation Table
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If a leader (or raiding CU) moves into a space containing 
an enemy CU, a battle ensues (after potential Avoid 
Battle and Interception attempts). After the battle, if the 
phasing player was victorious, the leader may spend 1 AP 
to continue his movement (see 12.6 for the continuation 
rule and exceptions/cost reductions).

Additionally, after resolving any Avoid Battle, Interceptions 
and Battles potentially resulting from any prior movement, 
any activated leader (or raiding CU, see 14.1.2) may spend 
1 Action Point to place a control marker belonging to his 
Power in his current space (increasing the Plunder track 
by 1 if the space was previously Loyalist or Usurper and is 
now Barbarian).

Exception: this AP expenditure is not possible in Transit 
spaces or Fortified spaces.

If a leader with 3 or more CU moves into an enemy 
Fortified space, that space becomes besieged, an “Under 
Siege” marker is placed and the leader cannot continue 
movement this impulse. The activated leader can use any 
remaining AP (at 2 AP per attempt) to perform siege actions 
(see 13.0). If the siege is successfully ended this impulse, 
any remaining AP can be used to continue movement, 
otherwise siege or movement can be resumed during the 
next impulse (but for movement from a besieged space, 
see the final bullet point in the Movement Restrictions 
below). A leader with fewer than 3 CU may not voluntarily 
move into enemy fortified spaces. 

Movement Restrictions

• Loyalist (incl. Byzantine) leaders may move to any space 
except Allied controlled spaces.

Exception: Right of Passage (see 7.2 second bullet 
point). The Roman player may discard the top card of their 
tribal reserve at the instant of moving into an Allied space 
to negate this restriction for this impulse only. Activated 
Loyalist Forces may still not end the impulse stacked with 
Allied Forces (or in Allied controlled spaces).

• Allied leaders may move to any space not occupied by 
another Allied Leader or Tribal Marker and may pick up 
any Allied CU encountered. They may be temporarily 
stacked with Loyalist CU (but may not end the impulse 
stacked thus). If activated by the Barbarian player 
(through the Barbarian Kingdoms Strife strategy event), 
they may move to any space; any CU (including other 
Allied CU) encountered during such a move initiates a 
battle.

• The Briton leader, Vortigern, may move to spaces in 
Britanniae only.

• Barbarian leaders may move to any space and may 
pick up any Barbarian CU encountered (exception: CU 
stacked with leaders or Tribal Markers from another 
Tribe cannot be picked up). Any enemy CU encountered 
initiates battle (Roman player controlling any Usurper 
CU involved in such a battle). They may not end the 
impulse stacked with another Barbarian tribe’s leader 
or tribal marker.

• Usurper leaders may move to any space but may not end 
the impulse stacked with Barbarian CU. Any enemy CU 
encountered initiates battle (Roman player controlling 
any Barbarian CU involved in such a battle).

• No movement is allowed from a besieged Fortification 
Marker (not Walled City) to an enemy space (exception: 
14.1).

10.3 Reaction
As a moving Force (not a leader moving alone) or a raiding 
Force enters each space it may trigger an enemy reaction 
(which may halt movement). Reaction is resolved in the 
following order:

10.3.1 Fortified Spaces
If the moving Force enters a Fortified space containing 
enemy leaders and/or CU, the non-phasing player declares 
which leaders and CU are inside and which outside the 
garrison and places them below (inside) or above (outside) 
the appropriate marker. 

• CU are considered outside the garrison until an enemy 
Force enters the space and the owner decides which CU 
are inside the garrison and which CU are outside the 
garrison

• No more than 1 Loyalist, Byzantine or Usurper CU and 
any number of leaders may be inside a Castra or Colonia 
Fortification marker

• No more than 2 Loyalist, Byzantine or Usurper CU and 
any number of leaders may be inside a Walled City 

• Barbarian or Allied CU may never be inside a garrison

• Leaders and CU inside a garrison are no hindrance to 
enemy movement

• Leaders and CU may only move inside garrisons 
controlled by their power

• Leaders and CU inside may not leave while enemy CU 
remain there but may sortie (13.4.1) and participate in 
relief battles (13.4.2).
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10.3.2 Avoid Battle 
The non-phasing player must declare all avoidance (11.1) 
attempts, including the leaders and CU involved, before 
determining if any of them are successful.

10.3.3 Interception
After any and all Avoid Battle attempts are made, the 
non-phasing player must declare all interception (11.2) 
attempts, including the leaders and CU involved, before 
determining if any of them are successful.

10.4 Enemy-occupied spaces

10.4.1 Battle
When a Force (or raiding CU) enters a space containing 
enemy CU that neither withdrew inside a walled city 
(10.3.1) nor successfully avoided battle (11.1), the activated 
Force temporarily ends movement and attacks the enemy 
Force (12). After the battle, if the activated Force was 
victorious, it may resume movement with its remaining 
AP (after paying the movement continuation AP cost, see 
10.2 and 12.6).

10.4.2 Refuse Battle
When a Force intercepts into a space, the moving Force 
may refuse battle by moving back to the space from which 
it entered and stop movement, losing all remaining AP 
(11.2.4.1). Only a Force led by an activated leader may 
refuse battle (i.e. Raiding CU may not refuse battle when 
intercepted).

10.4.3 Tribal Migration Overrun
If a non-Barbarian Force moves into a non-Walled City 
space containing a Barbarian Tribal Marker, after all 
battles relocate the Tribal Marker to a space containing a 
leader of that tribe. If all leaders of that tribe are currently 
besieging Fortified spaces, move the Tribal Marker to the 
Further East zone instead (exception: if the Tribal Marker 
is the Pict Tribal Marker, permanently eliminate it instead). 
If all leaders of that tribe are currently displaced, instead 
permanently eliminate that Tribal Marker and all leaders of 
that tribe.

Example: The Vortigern leader moves with 1 Allied CU 
into the Lindum space, containing the Angle Tribal Marker. 
The Wermund leader is in Barbarian controlled Segundum. 
Relocate the Angle Tribal Marker to Segundum.

Example: The Vortigern leader moves with 1 Allied CU 
into the Lindum space, containing the Angle Tribal Marker. 
The Wermund leader is besieging the Allied controlled 
Londinium space. Relocate the Tribal Marker to the Further 
East Zone.

Example: The Vortigern leader moves with 1 Allied CU into 
the Lindum space, containing the Angle Tribal Marker. The 
Wermund leader is in the displaced leader box. Permanently 
eliminate the Wermund leader and the Angle Tribal Marker.

Example: The Vortigern leader moves with 1 Allied CU 
into the Lindum space, containing the Angle Tribal Marker 
and 3 Barbarian CU. During battle resolution, Vortigern 
is displaced and his Allied CU are eliminated. Nothing 
happens to the Angle Tribal Marker.

Afterwards, if the space was a Border or Cultivated space, 
place a control marker matching the power of the activated 
leader. 

Example (continued): In the first three of above examples, 
place an Allied control marker in Lindum.

10.4.4 Barbarian Tribal Subjugation
If any non-Barbarian Force moves into a Walled City space 
containing a Barbarian Tribal Marker, the space must be 
besieged. When the siege is won (i.e. after achieving a 
single Siege Point), treat the Tribal Marker as if the space 
was a non-Walled City space (10.4.3) in addition to the 
normal effects of a successful siege. 

Example: While the Wermund leader is at the Felicitas Iulia 
space, the Aetius leader makes a siege attempt against 
Londinium containing the Angle Tribal Marker and achieves 
a siege point. The Angle Tribal marker is moved to Felicitas 
Iulia. Londinium becomes Loyalist controlled. 

10.4.5 Allied Tribe Subjugation
If an Usurper or Barbarian Force moves into a Provincial 
Capital space containing an Allied Tribal Marker, the 
space must be besieged. When the siege is won (i.e. after 
achieving a single Siege Point), permanently eliminate the 
Tribal Marker (and all leaders from that tribe) in addition 
to the normal effects of a successful siege. 

Example: The Wermund leader is besieging Allied 
controlled Londinium containing the Briton Tribal Marker 
and achieves a siege point. The Briton Tribal Marker and 
the Vortigern leader are permanently eliminated. Note 
that nothing happens to Allied CU and control markers in 
Britanniae! Allied Tribe elimination only affects markers of 
the tribe, not Allied markers in general.
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10.5 Campaign Events

10.5.1 Sequential Activation
If a Campaign strategy event is played, indicate the first 
leader to be activated. That leader must complete all 
movement and battles before the next leader is selected 
and activated (exception: a single battle can be delayed 
until the end of the campaign event if other activated 
leaders are within range of the battle space - see 10.5.3 and 
12). The same leader may not be activated twice with a 
single Campaign strategy event. 

10.5.2 Campaign Movement Limitations
CU and subordinates can move with one leader activated 
by a Campaign and then again with another leader during 
the same impulse as long as no CU or leaders expend a 
total of more than 6 AP that impulse (AP used for gaining 
political control over a space are spent only by a leader, 
see 10.2). 

10.5.3 Combined Attack
During a Campaign event, multiple leaders can combine their CU to attack the same space. Only one battle can be delayed 
for the entirety of a Campaign event.

First, execute -sequentially- each leader’s movement  until the leader either 

• runs out of Action Points
• loses a battle or 
• enters a space containing multiple enemy CU, a movement during which he was not intercepted, the enemy CU did 

not avoid battle or enter a garrison, and in which the activated leader elects to delay battle. The battle that should be 
initiated (10.4.1 and 12) can be delayed by the phasing player as long as at least one leader activation is still pending.

Combined attack example
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Continue activating leaders for movement until all 
movement for the leaders activated by the campaign card 
is done. During this movement, the CU in the battle space 
may not intercept, avoid battle or enter the garrison of 
a Fortified space, although other CU may do so (unless 
intercepting into the battle space). 

Once all leaders activated by the campaign event have no 
AP remaining (or have entered the delayed battle space), 
the delayed battle is fought (whether any other activated 
leader entered the battle space or not). The Overall 
commander in a battle involving multiple activated leaders 
is the leader with the lowest initiative rating present (or an 
Emperor leader, if any), Roman player choosing in case of 
ties or multiple Emperors. 

Example: The Roman player plays a Major Campaign event 
card and activates the Honorius leader in Mediolanum. They 
decide to begin moving the Honorius leader and moves in 
succession through the Veldidena and Turicum spaces 
before arriving (with no AP remaining) in the Basilea space 
containing the Barbarian Genseric leader. Hoping to add 
further strength to this battle, the Roman player decides 
to delay the battle between Honorius and Genseric. The 
Barbarian player may not intercept with Genseric for the 
remainder of the impulse, nor may he attempt interception 
attempts into the Basilea space.

The Roman player now activates and moves the 
Symmachus leader from his starting space in Carthago 
until he has no AP remaining.

Finally, they activate the Allied Chlodio leader in Lugdunum 
and move him through the Geneva space into the Basilea 
space.

With all activated leaders either without remaining AP or 
in the battle space, the delayed battle must now be fought 
(with Honorius as Emperor being the overall commander). 

Alternatively, instead of moving the Chlodio leader to the 
Basilea space, the Chlodio leader could perform different 
movement (or be intercepted or otherwise prevented from 
reaching the battle space), after which the delayed battle 
would be fought between only Honorius and Genseric. 
Delaying a battle only gives the option to add additional 
leaders to the battle without this being mandatory.

All activated leaders lose all remaining AP immediately 
prior to resolving a delayed battle (exception: if victorious 
and the space was currently enemy controlled, a single 
0-AP siege roll may be made if the space was Fortified, or 
control over the space can be changed to the power of the 
overall commander if the space was Unfortified).

Example (continued): If the Roman player wins the delayed 
battle, control over the Basilea space will become Loyalist 
(as Honorius was the Overall commander) after which the 

Chlodio leader will have to move out of the Basilea space 
due to stacking rule violations, unless Basilea was initially 
Allied controlled, in which case no change of control occurs 
and the Honorius leader has to move out of Basilea due to 
stacking rule violations.

10.5 Naval Movement
When a leader is activated, he can use naval movement. 
Naval movement is conducted from one port to another 
and costs 3 AP. Both ports must be either on the 
Mediterranean (Mare Nostrum) or on the Atlantic Ocean 
(Oceanus Atlanticus) sea zones.

Control of a port is not necessary for embarkation or 
debarkation. Naval movement is allowed into and out 
of any port space including a port that contains enemy 
control markers or CU. Naval movement to or from the 
garrison of a besieged Fortified port is prohibited.

While at least one unbesieged Fortified Port in Britannia 
Romana is Loyalist controlled, Naval Movement originating 
in ports on the Atlantic Ocean involving Barbarian CU may 
only be made to ports in Britanniae.

Note: this means that any such Naval Movement is 
unidirectional. As soon as Barbarian leaders move into 
Britanniae, they will remain there until the last Loyalist 
fortified port in Britannia Romana is besieged or otherwise 
negated.

11.0 Avoid Battle and Interception 

11.1 Avoid Battle

11.1.1 When to Avoid Battle
Each time a Force (or a raiding CU) moves into a space 
containing an enemy Force, after determining the Garrison, 
that Force may attempt to avoid battle. Only a single 
Avoid Battle attempt can be made and if chosen, must be 
executed before any Interception attempts are made. A 
Force which has failed an Interception Attempt earlier in 
the impulse cannot make an Avoid Battle attempt against 
the same moving Force during the same impulse. 

Designate which leaders (and up to a maximum of 10 CU 
total) will attempt to Avoid Battle and to which adjacent 
space the Force will move. If a subordinate leader Avoids 
Battle, the commander must be left with at least one CU 
in the space from which the Avoid Battle was attempted 
(or none, if the overall commander earlier withdrew in the 
garrison of a Fortified space he is in). 
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11.1.2 Restrictions
Avoid Battle is not allowed:

• by an already besieged garrison
• by a Force that attempted (and failed) to intercept the 

moving Force this impulse
• by leaderless CU
• across a strait or river connection
• into spaces containing enemy
•  CU or Tribal Markers
• into unbesieged enemy fortified spaces
• using naval movement

11.1.3 Procedure
Roll a die. Add 1 to any Avoid Battle attempt made by a 
Loyalist, Byzantine or Usurper leader trying to avoid battle 
along a clear connection, and subtract 1 from any Avoid 
Battle attempt to an enemy space. A leader is mandatory to 
making an Avoid Battle attempt. Add the Tactical Rating 
of the leader making the Avoid Battle attempt, if the result 
is 6+, the Avoid Battle attempt was successful and the 
entire Force is moved to the designated destination space. 

11.1.4 Penalty for Failure
If the Avoid Battle attempt failed, the defender in the 
ensuing battle receives -1 to their combat roll.

11.2 Interception

11.2.1 When to intercept
Forces controlled by the non-phasing player may make an 
Interception attempt each time a Force (or raiding CU) 
moves into an adjacent space. 

Exception: Retreat, Interception, Avoid Battle, Relocations 
or Reinforcements cannot be intercepted.

If a Force enters a succession of spaces adjacent to an 
enemy Force, that enemy Force may make an Interception 
Attempt for each such space. 

If a Force enters a space adjacent to multiple enemy 
Forces, each of those Forces may be declared as making an 
Interception attempt. All interception attempts must be 
declared before any are resolved. Only a portion of a Force 
may be designated to Intercept. Non-phasing player must 
declare which leader and how many CU will make each 
attempt prior to resolving any attempt. Regardless of how 
many subordinates a Force has, only one interception can 
initiate from each space. If a subordinate leader makes an 
Interception attempt, the Overall Commander must be left 

with at least 1 CU in the space from which the interception 
was attempted (unless that space is Fortified).

If multiple Overall Commanders are in the same space due 
to successful Interception attempts, non-phasing player 
chooses which leader is Overall Commander in the ensuing 
battle.

Exception: Emperors are always Overall Commander in 
battles they are participating in.

11.2.2 Restrictions
Interception attempts are not allowed:

• by a besieged garrison
• by Leaderless CU
• across straits or river connections
• into a space containing non-moving, unbesieged enemy 

CU or Tribal Marker 
• into an enemy fortified space
• against attempts to avoid battle, refuse battle, retreat 

or intercept 

You may intercept into a space if this would violate the 
stacking limits; at the end of the impulse, return any such 
intercepting Force(s) to their space(s) of origin. 

11.2.3 Procedure
Roll a die. Add 1 to any such attempt made by a Loyalist, 
Byzantine or Usurper leader intercepting along a clear 
connection, and subtract one if intercepting into a space 
controlled by an enemy power. A leader is mandatory to 
making an Interception attempt. Add the intercepting 
leader’s tactical rating, if the result is 6+, the interception 
attempt was successful and the intercepting Force is 
moved to the battle space. 

11.2.4 Success

11.2.4.1 Refusing battle

After all interception attempts into a space are resolved, 
a successfully intercepted Force may move back to the 
space from which it entered and stop its movement (see 
10.4.2). If the Force entered the intercept space via naval 
movement, attempting to refuse battle is naval movement 
(and subject to the Roman Fleet Interdicts strategy event 
response, which would then force a battle).
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12.0 Battle

12.1 Battle Sequence
Whenever a battle is initiated, use the following procedure:

A CU/leaders in a Fortified space declare which are inside and which are outside (10.3.1)

B Forces declare and attempt Avoid Battle attempts (11.1)

C Forces declare and attempt Interception attempts (11.2)

D Battle card play (12.1.1)

E Combat Resolution Roll (12.2) and Battle Winner Determination (12.3.1) 

F Losing Force must retreat (12.4.1), Winning Force may have to retreat (12.4.2), Determine Retreat Losses (12.4)

G Movement Continuation (12.6)

12.1.1 Battle cards
During Step ‘D’ (after all Avoid Battle and Interception 
attempts are over), first the attacker and subsequently the 
defender have a single opportunity to play a single Battle 
card.

Note: this means that if the Attacker initially refrains from 
playing a Battle card, they do not have the opportunity to 
play a Battle card after the Defender decides to play one.

12.2 Battle
First, determine all applicable Die Roll Modifiers (DRMs) 
prior to going to Battle Resolution (12.2.4).

12.2.1 Superior Leadership Modifier
To determine the Superior Leadership modifier (if 
any), compare the Tactical Rating of both sides’ Overall 
Commander.

Note: remember that at all times there can be only one 
Overall Commander for each player in each space. 

The side with the higher TR receives a DRM equal to the 
difference between Tactical Ratings. For the purpose of 
this rule, any leaderless Force is assumed to be led by a 
leader with a Tactical Rating of 0.

Example: The Attila leader and Aetius leader are the 
Overall Commanders in battle. Both leaders have a Tactical 
Rating of 4, so there will be no Superior Leadership Modifier 
in this battle.

Example: The Attila leader enters battle against a Force 
of leaderless CU. The Barbarian player will have a +4 
Superior Leadership DRM in this battle.

11.2.4.2 Battle

If the moving Force does not refuse battle, it must attack 
the intercepting Force. The intercepting player, who is the 
defender in the ensuing battle, receives +1 to their combat 
roll.

11.2.5 Failed intercepts and avoidance
A Force that has attempted to intercept an enemy Force 
may not make Avoid Battle attempts against that Force 
later during the same impulse.
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12.2.2 Combat Superiority
Loyalist, Byzantine, and Usurper CU always have a +1 
DRM. Both sides in a battle can have Combat Superiority.

Exception: Attacker only receives this modifier if using 
clear connections to reach the battle space.

Exception: If more than half the participating CU on either 
side of a battle are non-Roman, that side cannot receive 
the Combat Superiority bonus in this battle (e.g. when an 
Allied leader relieves a smaller Loyalist garrison).

Example: The Aetius leader with 4 Loyalist CU is attacked. 
His Force will always receive the Combat Superiority DRM. 

Example: The Aetius leader with 4 Loyalist CU attacks 
a Barbarian Force across a clear connection. His Force 
receives the Combat Superiority DRM.

Example: The Aetius leader with 4 Loyalist CU attacks 
a Barbarian Force across a rough connection. His Force 
does not receive the Combat Superiority DRM.

Example:  Through the play of a Campaign event, the 
Aetius leader with 4 Loyalist CU and the Theodoric leader 
with 6 Allied CU attack Atilla with 10 Barbarian CU. The 
Roman player will not receive the Combat Superiority DRM. 

Combat Table

12.2.3 Additional Die Roll Modifiers (DRMs)
After determining Combat Superiority and Superior 
Leadership DRMs, check for the following additional 
DRMs:

• If the attacker is using a river connection to reach the 
defender’s space, they receive a -1 DRM to their combat 
roll. If the attacker is using a strait connection (or 
performing a naval invasion by attacking a Force in a 
port space after Naval Movement), they receive a -2 
DRM to their combat roll. In case of multiple attacking 
Forces, only the highest of these negative modifiers 
applies.

• The attacker receives a -1 DRM to their combat roll if 
the defender has a Fortification Marker in the battle 
space.

• Each player receives a +1 DRM to their combat roll for 
each CU over 10 participating on their side

 

• Failed Avoid Battle attempts gives -1 DRM to the 
defender’s combat roll (see 11.1.4)

• Successful Intercept gives +1 DRM to the defender’s 
combat roll (see 11.2.4.2)
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12.2.4 Resolution
Each player rolls a D6, adds their positive and negative 
DRMs, then finds the total number of losses they score 
against the other player’s CU by finding in the CRT the 
column corresponding to their number of participating CU 
and the row with their modified die roll.

Example : The Roman player activates the Magnus 
Maximus leader and moves his Force of four Loyalist 
CU along a clear connection into a space containing the 
Vuradech leader with 7 CU. Vuradech’s attempt to Avoid 
Battle is unsuccessful. Both players calculate their DRMs. 
The Roman Player receives a +2 Superior Leadership 
DRM and a +1 Combat Superiority DRM for a total of +3. 
The Barbarian player receives a -1 DRM for the failed 
Avoid Battle attempt. The Roman player rolls a 3, modified 
to 6, which for 4 CU results in 2 Barbarian CU losses. 
The Barbarian player rolls a 6, modified to 5 resulting in 2 
Loyalist CU losses. If the Roman player had moved along 
a rough connection and had not received the +1 Combat 
Superiority DRM, they would have scored only 1 Barbarian 
CU loss.   

Each player removes CU from the battle space equal to 
the number of losses scored by their opponent’s roll (or 
all, if fewer present). If Forces from multiple powers are 
involved on the same side, losses are divided equally, with 
the first loss always going to an Allied or Barbarian CU (if 
possible).

Exception: during a relief of a besieged Force, losses may 
be divided amongst relief Force or sortieing Force in any 
desired way.

12.3 Winning the Battle
The side which scored the most losses against the other 
side’s CU is the winner (whether these losses were taken 
or not, e.g. a side scoring three losses against a single CU is 
still treated as scoring three losses even though only one 
is inflicted). 

The side with participating Roman (Loyalist, Byzantine 
and/or Usurper) CU wins ties. If no Roman CU participated, 
attacker wins ties. If only Roman CU participated, defender 
wins ties. 

It is possible for the winner to end the battle with no CU. 

Example: In the above example, both the Roman player 
and the Barbarian player scored two CU losses against 
each other. As only the Roman player had Roman CU 
participating, the Roman player wins this tie. If the battle 
had been against Usurper CU or if the Roman player had 
inflicted fewer losses, the Barbarian player would have won 
the battle.

Resolution Example

12.4.1 Loser Retreat
The losing Force must retreat. 

If the losing Force was the attacker, each of their attacking 
Forces must retreat to the space from which they entered 
the battle (but see 2.3.1 for Transit spaces and their effect 
on retreat). 

• If the attacking Force used Naval Movement to reach 
the battle space, they lose one additional CU and are 
returned to the port of origin (if friendly controlled) or 
are eliminated.

• If the attacking Force moved along a river or strait 
connection to reach the battle space, they lose one 
additional CU.

• If the attacking Force would violate the stacking rules by 
this retreat, it may retreat one additional space. If still 
not possible to retreat legally, it is entirely eliminated.

If the losing Force was the defender, it retreats to any 
space adjacent to the battle space except any space(s) from 
which the attacker entered the battle (with preference 
for spaces controlled by same power). A defending 
Force cannot retreat by naval movement, river or strait 
connection or into a space containing enemy CU or into 
an enemy Fortified space. If the defending force cannot 
retreat after defeat, it is eliminated.

If the losing force (attacker or defender) retreats into 
a space controlled by an enemy power, they lose one 
additional CU.

12.4 Retreat
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12.4.2 Winner Retreat
Occasionally, after winning a battle, the winning Force will 
be violating the stacking rules (9). This is possible in the 
following cases:

• For the attacker: Multiple attacking Forces (see 10.5) or 
Relief (see 13.4.2)

• For the defender: Interception (see 11.2)

In such a case, the attacker should retreat according to 
the loser retreat rules above. The defender should have 
as many intercepting Forces return to their original space 
until the stacking rules are no longer violated (he may also 
decide to return all of such intercepting Forces to their 
original space, but only if the stacking rules were initially 
violated).

12.4.3 Retreat and Fortified spaces
Defending CU and leaders may retreat into the garrison if 
the battle space is Fortified, up to its capacity (see 10.3.1).

A Force that sorties and loses must retreat back into the 
garrison.

12.5 Plunder 
If the winning side contained Barbarian CU, increase the 
Plunder Track by 1 for every pair of Roman CU lost by the 
losing side (in battle losses and retreat losses combined).

12.6 Movement Continuation
If the activated Force was victorious and the battle was not 
a Combined Attack (see 10.5.3), the activated leader must 
pay 1 AP prior to spending any remaining action points.  

Exception: no AP must be paid for battle if

• The winning side consists of Raiding CU or
• The non-phasing player has no CU remaining after 

battle or
• The phasing player scored at least 2 more hits than the 

loser.

At the end of a combined attack in which the activated 
Force was victorious, all activated leaders who participated 
in the battle lose all remaining AP.

Exception: a single 0 AP siege attempt may be made 
if the battle space is fortified, after which the space if 
now unfortified changes control to that of the Overall 
Commander’s power.

13.0 Sieges

13.1 Procedure
Activated leaders roll on the Siege Table in an effort to 
take control of Fortified spaces. 

13.1.1 Strategy Phase 
Whenever a leader (with at least 3 CU) moves into an 
unbesieged enemy Fortified space (potentially containing 
a Tribal Marker), place an “Under Siege” marker in that 
space after any battles are fought (if the activated leader 
was victorious). The space is now besieged. 

An activated leader with at least 3 CU on a besieged space 
may spend 2 action points (AP) to make a roll on the Siege 
table (and may make any number of such Siege attempts 
as AP permit).

13.1.2 Control Phase. 
During the Control Phase, each Overall Commander with 
at least 3 CU in a besieged space may choose to roll once 
on the Siege table.

Siege Table

13.2 Siege table
Whenever a leader makes a Siege Attempt, their controlling 
player rolls a single D6 (after play of any relevant response 
events), then checks the die roll result on below siege table.

• Roman (Usurper, Loyalist or Byzantine) leaders receive 
a +1 bonus to the die roll

• The Tactical rating of the leader has no effect on sieges

The table results are expressed as a number of Siege points 
scored (before the line) and/or the loss of a besieging CU 
(after the line). 
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Each Siege Point scored does one of the following (in 
order):

• Eliminate a garrison CU 

• Flip a Colonia Fortification Marker to its Castra side 
(increase the Plunder track by 1 if the siege point was 
achieved by a Barbarian leader)

• Win the siege (only possible if the space under siege is 
a Castra or Walled City and there are no CU left in the 
garrison)

Example: The Barbarian leader Chlodio is activated while 
besieging the Castra marker in the Castra Vetera space and 
while commanding a Force of 4 Barbarian CU. He spends 
2 AP to make a Siege Attempt. If he rolls a 3 or higher, he 
will achieve a Siege Point and win the siege. If the garrison 
of the Castra Vetera garrison contained a Loyalist CU, then 
2 Siege Points (achieved in a single attempt by rolling a 6+ 
or achieved in multiple consecutive siege attempts) will be 
needed, one to eliminate the garrison and the second to 
win the siege.

13.3 Besieged Spaces & Reinforcements
Spaces marked as “Under Siege” do not provide 
reinforcements (including to Usurper Leaders besieged 
inside).

13.4 Lifting a Siege
The “Under Siege” marker is  removed only when the Siege 
is won (see below). Reducing the besieging Force to below 
3 CU does not end the siege. A Force consisting of 1 or 2 CU 
can maintain a siege, but it does require a leader and 3 or 
more CU to make a Siege attempt.

Example (continued): Instead of making a Siege Attempt, 
Chlodio uses his Action Points to move from Castra Vetera 
to Colonia, leaving behind a single CU. Castra Vetera 
remains under siege, but no Siege Attempts can be made 
until a leader and 3 CU are present again. 

13.4.1 Sortie 
Leaders and CU in a besieged garrison may not move 
from that space. They may activate normally and attack 
the besieging Force (at no AP cost) which may attempt to 
Avoid Battle. Such an attack is not subject to Interception. 
If the besieged Force loses, it must retreat back inside. If 
the besieged Force wins, it may continue moving (see 12.6) 
after paying any Movement Continuation AP cost.

13.4.2 Relief
If a besieging Force is attacked and the garrison belongs to 
the same power as the attacking Force (or a power friendly 
to the attacking Force), the garrison may also participate 
in the battle. The attacking (activated) leader remains 
Overall Commander during the battle. 

• If the attackers lose, the garrison Force must retreat 
back inside. 

• If the attackers win and their presence in the space 
would cause a stacking violation (see 9) they must 
retreat to the space from where they came (and end 
their activation, losing all remaining AP) after defender 
retreats (if that space also causes a stacking violation, 
see 9 on how to solve this). 

• Exception: A Barbarian force that relieves an Usurper 
Garrison instead begins a siege against that space.

Losses during relief battles may be divided any way desired 
amongst relief and sortie Force. 

13.5 Conversion
Whenever a siege is won by the besieging Force, remove 
the “Under Siege” marker and 

• For a Fortification Marker, displace any leaders in the 
garrison, remove the Fortification Marker (or flip it to 
its reverse side if besieged by a Loyalist, Byzantine or 
Usurper leader, at the discretion of the player winning 
the siege) and place a control marker belonging to the 
activated leader’s power on the space (gaining Plunder if 
the space was cultivated, originally Loyalist or Usurper 
controlled and is now Barbarian controlled).

• For a Loyalist or Usurper controlled Walled City, displace 
any leaders inside the walled city and flip the walled 
city marker to the reverse side (to indicated change of 
control between players) if appropriate (adding Allied 
or Barbarian control markers if necessary). 

• For an Allied Tribal marker, displace any leaders inside the 
provincial capital and permanently eliminate that Allied 
power. Flip the Walled City marker to its Usurper side 
(to indicated change of control between players) and 
add a Barbarian control marker if necessary.

 

• For a Barbarian Tribal marker, treat as if the space was 
not a Provincial Capital (see 10.4.4).

After a siege is successfully ended, the activated leader 
may continue spending any remaining AP.
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After a siege of a Walled City space is successfully ended 
by a Barbarian leader, Barbarian player may relocate the 
matching Tribal Marker (and all leaders and CU stacked 
with it) to the siege space.

13.6 Migration & Conversion
If a Barbarian Tribal Marker ever moves to a space 
containing a Walled City (potentially containing an Allied 
Tribal marker), immediately convert the space according 
to 13.5.

Note: the arrival of the Tribal Marker via a Migration 
move indicates the arrival of the less martial “main body” 
of barbarians. Rather than gaining control via military 
means, the region is settled more or less peacefully by the 
barbarian Tribe.

Note: As migration is not allowed to spaces containing 
enemy CU (even if besieged), a garrison of any size will 
prevent the above from occurring.

13.7 Conversion & the Plunder Track 
The successful siege of a Loyalist or Usurper Walled City 
(by a Barbarian leader) increases the Plunder Track by 
3 (note that there is no additional Plunder for changing 
control of the space).

There is no additional Plunder reward for successfully 
besieging a Loyalist or Usurper Castra marker by a 
Barbarian leader (beyond the ordinary Plunder awarded 
for converting cultivated spaces). 

The Plunder reward for successfully besieging a Colonia 
Marker (by downgrading it to a Castra Marker) is 
mentioned in 13.2.

14.0 Special Movement

14.1 Raiding

14.1.1 Plunder Track
The Barbarian player tracks all Plunder gains and losses on 
the Plunder track.

If the Plunder marker ever increases beyond the ‘9’ spot, 
reduce Roman Player’s VP by 1 and move the Plunder 
marker to the ‘0’ spot, then add further Plunder points if 
any are left unscored. If the Plunder marker should ever 
drop below the ‘0’ spot, increase Roman Player’s VP by 1 
and move the Plunder marker to the ‘9’ spot, then reduce 
Plunder further if necessary.

Example: The Barbarian player successfully besieges 
a Loyalist walled city space with the Vuradech leader 
while the Plunder Track marker is at ‘8’. As the reward for 
successfully besieging a walled city is a gain of 3 Plunder, 
the Plunder track marker is first increased to ‘9’, then placed 
on the ‘0’ spot while reducing VP by 1, and subsequently 
placed on the ‘1’ spot.  

 The Plunder Track marker is increased through

• raids (see 14.1.2)
• movement (see 10.2) 
• siege (see 13.7).
• migration (see 16.2)

As a rule of thumb, always increase Plunder track by at 
least 1 point whenever a Cultivated or Walled City spot 
is changed from Loyalist /Usurper control to Barbarian 
control.
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Capable of naval movement

14.1.2 Raiding
During the Strategy Phase, as their impulse, the Barbarian player may play a card of any OPs value to activate for Raiding 
a number of CU equal to the card’s OPs value. Only the Barbarian Player may take Raiding impulses, and only Barbarian CU 
may be activated. These CU may be stacked together or in different spaces. 

Example: with a 3 OPs value card any of the following would be possible:

• activating 3 Barbarian CU in one space
• activating 3 Barbarian CU, each in a different space
• activating 2 Barbarian CU in one space and 1 Barbarian CU in another space

Activated CU move. Complete each such raiding CU’s movement before starting the next. 

Exception: CUs which started stacked together and remain stacked together for the duration of the raid (or until eliminated) 
may make their move together. 

A single Barbarian leader may accompany each CU making a Raid move. Such a leader’s Initiative Rating is not used during 
its impulse, and his Tactical Rating is only used for determining Superior Leadership during battles. 

Units cannot be picked up during a Raid move. Raid Movement is like Movement (see 10) including Interception, Avoid 
Battle etc. with the following exceptions

• each activated CU (or stack of CU) has 10 AP 

• AP cannot be used for Naval Movement unless CU is accompanied by a Jute, Angle or Saxon leader (or Vandal leader 
after play of the Genseric strategy event), in which case a single Naval Raid Move for 3 AP can be done per raid 
activation. Such a Naval Raid Move may be made from any port to any port bordering the same Sea Zone.

• The move may not voluntarily end on a Fortified space 

• Even if fewer than 3 CU, the activated CU may move into occupied or unoccupied Fortified spaces. After any battles 
if the Raiding CU were victorious and not eliminated or if no battle occurred, the Raiding CU must continue their 
movement instead of placing an “under siege” marker.  Increase the Plunder track by 1 if the space contained a Walled 
City, once per Walled City per Raid. Roman player makes a roll, eliminating one raiding CU on a 6. 

If the activated CU have no AP remaining after entering such a space, they are eliminated instead (see third bullet 
point).

• Raiding CU may begin movement from a Force besieging a Fortification Marker to an enemy controlled space (this is 
an exception to the last bullet point of the Movement Restrictions, see 10)

Any enemy CU encountered during the raid (including through Interception) may not retreat into garrisons, may not 
avoid battle and must be fought (if victorious, Movement Continuation is free). 

1 AP per space may be spent to change control to Barbarian (increasing Plunder by 1 if the space was cultivated and 
originally Loyalist or Usurper controlled) if no Fortification, walled city or tribal marker in the space.

Example: a Barbarian CU in Teutoburger Wald is activated for Raiding. It uses 4 AP to move (via the transit space) into 
Noviomagus. The Loyalist CU encountered there is forced into battle. If the Raiding CU is victorious, it may use 1 additional 
AP to change control of the Noviomagus space to Barbarian (not gaining any Plunder as Noviomagus is a Border space).

Example: a Barbarian CU in the Roskilde space is activated for Raiding. The Jute Commander leader in the same space 
will accompany the CU on its entire Raiding move. As such, the Raiding CU may make a Naval Raid move to Gades for 3 
AP. One further AP expenditure changes control of the Gades space to Barbarian, gaining 1 Plunder.
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14.2 Forced March
During the Strategy Phase, either player may use its 
impulse to play a card of any OPs value to activate and 
move a number of Loyalist (and/or Byzantine/Allied) or 
Usurper CU equal to double the card’s OPs value for Forced 
March movements. These CU may be stacked together or 
in different spaces and may move to different spaces. 

Forced March movement is like ordinary (i.e. leader) 
movement with the following exceptions

• Only to friendly spaces controlled by same power 
(Byzantine to any Loyalist space; Allied may move 
through Loyalist spaces but must end on an Allied 
controlled space; Loyalist and Byzantine CU may 
move through Allied spaces but must end on a Loyalist 
controlled space and only after discarding a card from 
the Tribal Reserve for Right of Passage).

• each activated CU has 6 AP to be used for movement 
only (Naval movement is allowed at 3AP per move)

• As Forced March is not movement, it cannot be 
intercepted

• Forced March can be taken as a Tribal action, but in that 
case only Allied CU may be activated.

Example: The Roman player plays a 2-OPs card and 
indicates they want to make a Forced March action. 

They first select 4 CU to be moved; 2 Loyalist CU at the 
Durocortorum space, 1 Allied CU at the Lugdunum space 
and 1 Byzantine CU in the Eastern Roman Empire zone.

1) One of the CU at Durocortorum is moved through Loyalist 
controlled spaces to Noviomagus. 

2) After discarding a card from the Tribal Reserve to secure 
Right of Passage, the other CU at Durocortorum is moved 
through Loyalist and Allied controlled spaces to Massilia, 
from where it spends 3 AP to move to Salona. 

3) The Allied CU moves from Lugdunum through Loyalist 
controlled Mediolanum and Veldidena to ends its forced 
march in Allied controlled Augusta Vindelicorum. 

4) Finally, the Byzantine CU in the Eastern Roman Empire 
zone is forced marched through Loyalist controlled spaces 
to the Salona space to join the Loyalist CU there.
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14.3 Invasion
Invasion cards are the method by which new Tribal 
Powers enter the game (usually on the Barbarian  side, i.e. 
controlled by the Barbarian player). These strategy events 
always specify the space(s) where the Tribal Marker enters 
the game. 

Tribal Markers may never be entered in a space 

• Controlled by a non-Barbarian power

• already containing a Tribal Marker

• already containing CU or leaders from another power 
(including Usurper or different Barbarian tribes)

• or enemy Fortified spaces

Tribal Markers that cannot be placed due to the restrictions 
above may always be placed in the Further East zone. 

Exception: The Pict Invasion can never be placed in the 
Further East Zone. 

15.0 Settlement
Settlement is the process by which the Roman Emperors 
attempted to integrate the migrating and invading Barbarian 
tribes into their Empire.

15.1 Procedure
Settlement occurs whenever the Roman player plays a 
Rome Offers Settlement Strategy event, with the Roman 
player following this procedure:

• Target a Barbarian Tribal Marker and relocate it 
(together with all CU stacked on it) to a Loyalist 
controlled, unbesieged provincial capital 

• Flip the Tribal Marker to its Allied side (additionally 
removing the Barbarian control marker from the space 
on the Tribal Alignent track corresponding to this Tribe), 
changing control over that Provincial Capital to Allied

• Relocate all leaders of that Tribe (and CU stacked with 
them) to the Tribal Marker, even if currently displaced

• Note: Barbarian leaders do not have a distinction 
between sides; they are always controlled by the player 
who controls their associated Tribal Marker. 

• Flip all CU on the Tribal Marker to their Allied side

• Allied Power gains control over a number of Loyalist 
controlled space(s) nearest to the Tribal Marker 
(excluding other Provincial Capitals) equal to the Tribe’s 

Reinforcement score (in case of equidistant spaces the 
Roman player chooses)

 

• Relocate each Loyalist/Byzantine CU and leader in 
newly-Allied spaces to the nearest Loyalist controlled 
space (in case of equidistant spaces the Roman player 
chooses, but all tokens in a stack must be relocated to 
the same space).

Example: It is the Roman Player’s impulse and the Roman 
player plays the Rome Offers Settlement card, targeting the 
Frankish Tribal Marker. As the Frankish Tribe is currently 
under control by the Barbarian player (and is marked as 
such on the Tribal Alignment chart), its Tribal Marker is still 
on its barbarian side (with Reinforcement Score of 3). The 
Roman player relocates the Frankish Tribal Marker and 
the two Barbarian CU stacked with it to Loyalist controlled 
and unbesieged Durocortorum. Having been engaged 
in several turns of fighting, only four Barbarian CU are 
stacked with the Chlodio leader. Chlodio and those four CU 
are relocated to Durocortorum. As the Frankish Tribe has a 
Reinforcement Score of three on its Barbarian side, three 
Loyalist controlled spaces adjacent to Durocortorum are 
also changed to Allied control. The two Loyalist CU which 
were in the Durocortorum space are moved to an adjacent 
space which remained Loyalist controlled. From now on, 
the reinforcement for the Durocortorum provincial capital 
space will go to the Franks, although the Allied controlled 
spaces are counted with the Loyalist ones for purpose of 
the control of the Gallia Belgica province.

Note: if an Usurper or Barbarian leader was besieging 
Durocortorum at the time (or had already taken control of 
the space), the Franks could not have been settled there 
and another provincial capital should have been chosen.

RESTRICTIONS:

• the Provincial Capital may NOT be in Italia (i.e. 
Mediolanum and Roma, the two Provincial Capitals in 
Italia, may never be chosen as a resettlement target)

• the Provincial Capital may NOT be in Britanniae, unless 
all Provincial Capitals in Britanniae (i.e. Londinium and 
Caledonia) are currently Loyalist controlled (i.e. this 
allows at most a single resettlement in Britanniae at 
a time if Londinium and Caledonia are both Loyalist 
controlled, because after one resettlement at least one 
provincial capital in Britanniae will no longer be Loyalist 
but Allied controlled)

• As they do not have an Allied side, the Alan, Bagaudae, 
Gepid, Hun, and Mauri Tribal Markers can never be 
targeted by the “Rome Offers Settlement” strategy cards

• As the Briton Tribal Marker enters play on its Allied side, 
it cannot be targeted by the Rome Offers Settlement 
strategy events (unless flipped to its Barbarian side 
through the Revolt Against Rome strategy event)
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Once a Tribal Marker is flipped to its Allied side,

• It cannot move (Migration is only available to Tribal 
Markers on their Barbarian side)

• its leaders are controlled by the Roman player (Allied CU 
are always controlled by the Roman player)

• Loyalist units may not move into or through Allied 
spaces (but see 10.2 Right of Passage)

 

• if the Tribal Marker leaves play, permanently eliminate 
the marker and all leaders of that tribe 

15.2 Activation by Roman Player
Allied leaders may be activated by the Roman player just 
as if they were Loyalist leaders. Additionally, the Tribal 
Reserve can be used as explained in 7.1. While activated by 
the Roman player, an Allied leader may not move to spaces 
containing another Allied Tribal Marker. 

15.3 Activation by Barbarian Player
Play of the Barbarian Kingdoms Strife strategy event 
allows the Barbarian Player to activate Allied Leaders. As 
in all other cases, the activation lasts for a single impulse. 
During this impulse only, the leader counts as a Barbarian 
leader for movement (including changing control over 
spaces and plunder), siege and battle purposes. 
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15.4 Regaining Control
Certain cards allow the Barbarian Player to (re)gain control 
over an Allied tribe. 

The Barbarian player executes the following procedure:

• flip the Tribal Marker to its Barbarian side, returning 
the Barbarian control marker to its space on the Tribal 
Alignment track

• Relocate all leaders (and CU stacked with them) of that 
tribe to the Tribal Marker

• flip all Allied CU stacked with the Tribal marker to their 
Barbarian side 

• change control of all border and cultivated spaces 
(exception: spaces containing Fortification Markers are 
not affected) adjacent to its Tribal Marker to Barbarian, 
flipping all Allied CU in such spaces to their Barbarian 
side (gaining Plunder as normal if this converted 
Loyalist or Usurper controlled spaces). 

The Tribe is subsequently treated as if it was never flipped 
to its Allied side.

Note: It is possible for the Barbarian player to gain control 
over the Briton Tribe with the “Revolt against Rome” 
strategy card event, even though this Tribe enters play as 
an Allied Tribe.

16.0 Migration
Migration is the process by which the main body of the 
migrating barbarian tribes moves closer to and within the 
Roman Empire.

Attrition Table

16.1 Activation

16.1.1 Strategy Phase:
From Turn 1 onwards (i.e. not during turns A and B), 
during the Strategy Phase, the Barbarian player may use its 
impulse to play a card to migrate a number of unbesieged 
Barbarian Tribal Markers equal to the card’s OPs value. 

16.1.2 Migration Phase
During the Migration Phase, the Barbarian player must 
migrate each unbesieged Barbarian Tribal marker. Any 
Tribal Marker not able to be migrated (see restriction in 
16.2) is permanently eliminated together with any leaders 
of the Tribe.

Exception: Migration of Tribal Markers in Zones or 
Provincial Capitals is optional.
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16.2 Migration Procedure
When activated for Migration, a Barbarian Tribal marker 
can move a single space (ignoring transit spaces). Increase 
the number of spaces to up to 2 during Wave 2 and to up 
to 3 during Wave 3 (see 6.2.2). All CU and leaders stacked 
on the Tribal marker can move along (it is allowed to leave 
such CU behind on any space exited during the migration, 
including the space of origin), and CU and leaders (of that 
tribe) can be picked up en route (including from transit 
spaces).  

Example: It is the strategy phase and the Alemanni Tribal 
Marker is activated for Migration while in the Magna 
Germania space. The Wave level is currently 2 (i.e. the 
cards of the Second Wave have already been added to 
the Strategy decks), so the Tribal Marker may move up to 
two spaces (ignoring transit spaces). It could remain in its 
current space, move to any adjacent spaces or even to the 
Bonna, Augusta Vindelicorum or Casurgis space.

Example (continued): During the subsequent Migration 
Phase, unless the Alemanni Tribal Marker remained on the 
Magna Germania space, it must move at least one space.

Such a move cannot enter a space with a Fortification 
Marker (even if controlled by the Usurper power), enemy 
CU (even in besieged garrison), another Tribal Marker 
or another tribe’s Barbarian leader. Change control over 
any border or cultivated spaces entered during Migration 
to the Barbarian power (gaining Plunder if applicable). 
If such a move enters a space with a Walled City (even if 
an Allied Tribal Marker is there), immediately treat as if 
successfully sieged (gaining plunder, see 13.7) and end this 
Tribal Marker’s migration. 

Example: It is the Migration Phase and the Hun Tribal 
Marker is in Divodurum. Durocortorum is Allied controlled 
and is occupied with the Frankish Tribal Marker. The Hun 
Tribal Marker moves to Durocortorum, ending its migration 
and permanently eliminating the Frankish Tribal Marker 
(and Frankish leader).

Example: If in above example the Durocortorum space also 
contained a Frankish CU, the Hun Tribal Marker could not 
migrate there and would have to migrate to another adjacent 
space first. If every space adjacent to the Divodurum space 
contained CU (or other obstacles for migration), the Hun 
Tribal Marker and Attila are permanently eliminated.

Note: The order in which Tribal Markers are migrated is up 
to the Barbarian player and is an important tactical decision.

Design Note: occasionally the Barbarian player (especially 
during the Migration phase) will feel restricted by the fact 
Migration is mandatory and not optional. This Migration 
Phase simulates the Germanic people being driven into 
the Roman Empire by the Hunnic and other nomadic tribes 
from Central Asia.

During each Migration (either initiated during the Strategy 
Phase or the Migration Phase) a single Tribal marker in a 
port may make a Naval Migratory Move (which takes that 
Tribal Marker’s entire Migration Movement regardless of 
the current Wave). 

• Migrations using naval movement may only move to 
a port containing at least one Barbarian CU or to a 
Barbarian controlled port. 

• Naval migrations from Atlantic ports may only move 
to ports in Britanniae (if no unbesieged Fortified port 
in Britannia Romana controlled by the Loyalist power, 
this may be any Atlantic port). 

• Naval migrations from a Mediterranean port may only 
move to another Mediterranean port. 

• Leaders and CU stacked on the Tribal marker may move 
along as usual.  

Migrations made during the Strategy Phase can be 
intercepted (for the effect of enemy CU on a Barbarian 
Tribal Marker, see 10.4.4). If a Barbarian Tribe loses a 
battle during Migration (due to interception), the Tribal 
marker retreats along with any surviving CU (see 10.4.4 
if no CU survive). Migrations made during the Migration 
Phase may enter spaces that could normally be intercepted 
by an enemy leader.

Note: To avoid battles outside the Strategy phase, no 
interceptions are possible during the Migration phase. 
While Migrations during the Strategy phase represent 
local, limited movements of tribes which could be halted by 
a centralized force, Migrations during the Migration Phase 
represent the larger and continuous movements for which 
only a stable, fixed, patrolled and garrisoned border could 
be a deterrence. 

17.0 Special Powers

17.1 Britons
The Briton (sub-)power, consisting of the Briton Tribal 
Marker and Vortigern leader, enters the game after play 
of the Eagles Leave Britain Strategy event. The Briton 
power counts as an Allied sub-power (including for Tribal 
Reserve composition, activation by the Tribal Reserve, 
Right of Passage and Roman player’s control of provinces) 
and uses Allied markers as CU. The Briton leader Vortigern 
may only move to spaces in Britanniae (i.e. may never use 
Naval Movement). 
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17.2 Usurper faction

17.2.1 Usurpation
Play of the Usurper Emperor strategy event allows the 
Barbarian player to convert Loyalist leaders, CU and spaces 
to the Usurper power. Byzantine leaders are immune to 
the Usurper Emperor strategy event.

A leader targeted with Usurper Emperor may not be an 
Emperor nor may such a leader be in the same space as the 
targeted leader. 

If a leader targeted with Usurper Emperor is in a non-
Loyalist controlled space (e.g. while sieging an enemy 
fortified space), first move the leader (and all units stacked 
with him) to the nearest Loyalist controlled space (even in 
another province!) not containing an Emperor (Barbarian 
player choosing in case of equidistant spaces). Besieged 
Leaders may not be targeted by Usurper Emperor.

When a Loyalist leader is flipped to his Usurper side, all 
Loyalist leaders and CU in the same space are replaced 
with their Usurper equivalents, control over the space is 
changed to Usurper and any Byzantine leaders and CU in 
the space are relocated to the nearest Loyalist space.

All unbesieged leaderless Loyalist CU in spaces in the same 
province are replaced with Usurper CU (relocating any 
Byzantine CU in such spaces to the nearest Loyalist space 
not containing any Usurper CU). Change control over 
all unbesieged Loyalist controlled spaces not containing 
Loyalist leaders, Byzantine leaders or CU and/or Allied 
leaders or CU in the same province to Usurper control. 

Note: for ease of such replacements, the reverse side of 
each Loyalist marker is its Usurper equivalent.

Note: The Byzantine markers always belong to the Roman 
player. Neither Usurpation nor Successful Usurpation 
changes this.

17.2.2 Successful Usurpation
During the strategy phase, the Roman player can discard a 
card to take a Successful Usurpation action as his impulse. 

When the Roman player takes such a Successful Usurpation 
action

• remove the Successful Usurpator marker if currently in 
play

• all the spaces and markers currently controlled by the 
Usurper power come under control of the Loyalist 
power

 

• all the spaces and markers currently controlled by the 
Loyalist power come under control of the Usurper 
power. 

• If the Loyalist power now has no Emperor leader (i.e. 
the formerly Usurper power had no Emperor in play), 
Roman player now places the Successful Usurpator 
marker on one of their Loyalist leaders. A leader 
with this marker counts as Emperor for the purpose 
of Usurper Emperor strategy event, subordination, 
Usurpation Ends and for the purpose of Succession (see 
5.7).

Note: rather than flipping over all markers to their reverse 
side during a Successful Usurpation, it is advised to simply 
change the colors assigned to the Usurper and Loyalist 
powers. When using this method, after the first Successful 
Usurpation taken in a game the Loyalist power will control 
all grey Roman markers, while the Usurper power will 
control all red Roman markers. If you use this method, do 
not forget to first put control markers of the Loyalist power 
in all spaces printed on the board as Loyalist.

Byzantine counters already in play are not affected (and 
spaces they solely occupy remain Loyalist controlled, 
potentially requiring a change of control marker of a 
different color) unless they end a Successful Usurpation 
stacked with counters belonging to the Usurper power, 
in which case they are relocated  to the nearest currently 
Loyalist space (Roman player chooses if equidistant). 
Successful Usurpation does not affect Allied Tribes 
(including the Briton power). Allied tribes are always 
controlled by the Roman player.

Note: Due to the fact that in the beginning of the game the 
Roman player will control very few Allied tribes compared 
to later in the game (and no Byzantine units), Successful 
Usurpation (like its historical equivalents) will be more likely 
to be used by Roman players later in the game, when a 
larger proportion of their leaders, CU and spaces will 
remain on their side following Successful Usurpation.

Note: do not forget to recalculate Provincial Control after 
Successful Usurpation (which is not the same as simply 
reversing those counters due to Barbarian/Allied control).

17.2.3 Usurpation Ends

17.2.3.1 No Remaining Usurpers

As soon as the last Usurper leader is displaced (and thus 
permanently eliminated), all Usurper CU and Fortification 
Markers are replaced by their Loyalist equivalents and 
control over all Usurper spaces is changed to Loyalist 
control. 
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17.2.3.2 Emperor Elimination

When the last Emperor leader of the Usurper power leaves 
play (i.e. during the Successor Strife scenario, Barbarians 
at the Gates scenario or after at least one Successful 
Usurpation action has been taken by the Roman player – 
there should be no Emperor leader of the Usurper power 
otherwise) and it is not the reinforcement phase (i.e. not 
part of the normal removal and replacement of an Emperor 
leader by his successor), all Usurper leaders, Fortification 
Markers and CU are replaced by their Loyalist equivalents 
and control over all Usurper spaces is changed to Loyalist 
control. 

18.0 Attrition
During the Attrition phase, each player rolls once on the 
attrition table for each space occupied by CU of their 
powers but controlled by an enemy power and applies the 
resulting losses to those CU. Attrition is rolled even if both 
powers are controlled by the same player (i.e. Usurper CU 
in Barbarian controlled space or vice versa). 

Example: At the beginning of the Attrition phase, the 
Usurper leader Bonifatius occupies the Barbarian controlled 
space of Vindobona with 3 Usurper CU. Even though 
the Barbarian player controls both the Usurper and the 
Barbarian powers, attrition is still rolled as both powers are 
enemies. The Barbarian player rolls a 3, eliminating one 
Usurper CU in the space. If this had been the last Usurper 
CU stacked with Bonifatius, that leader would also have 
been displaced (and permanently eliminated due to being 
an Usurper leader).

Example: The Allied leader Alaric occupies the Loyalist 
controlled space of Aurelianum with 3 Allied CU. As the 
Allied and Loyalist powers are friendly, no attrition is rolled.

19.0 Control

19.1 Taking Control
During the first step of the Control Phase (5.4), place a 
control marker of the respective power on each cultivated 
or border space not containing a Fortification Marker 
occupied by a different, enemy power than its current 
controller. Increase Plunder as normal when a Loyalist or 
Usurper controlled space becomes Barbarian controlled.

Example (continued): After the Attrition Phase, the game 
continues to the Control phase. During step 1 of the Control 
phase, the continued presence of Bonifatius and his 2 
Usurper CU causes control over the Vindobona space to 
change from Barbarian to Usurper. 

Example (continued): After the Attrition Phase, the 
continued presence of Alaric and his 3 Allied CU causes 
no control change over the Aurelianum space (as the Allied 
and Loyalist power are friendly towards each other).

19.2 Siege
During the second step of the Control Phase (5.4), any 
Leader accompanied by at least 3 CU currently holding 
a siege (i.e. present with an Under Siege marker and not 
garrisoned themselves) may make a siege roll as if using 
2 AP during the Strategy phase (see 13). Only the overall 
commander of a Force may make such siege rolls (i.e. each 
space can undergo only one Siege roll during the Siege step 
of the Control phase).

Example: During the Siege step of the Control Phase, the 
Usurper leader Bonifatius commands a force of 6 CU while 
besieging Loyalist controlled Mediolanum. He may make a 
siege attempt now.

19.3 Usurper Isolation
During the Usurper Isolation step, the Loyalist power gains 
control over each Usurper controlled space which cannot 
trace (via highway, rough or riverine connections only) a 
line of unbesieged Usurper controlled spaces to a Usurper 
CU, Fortification Marker or leader (an ungarrisoned walled 
city does not suffice!).

Example: The following spaces in Britannia Romana are 
Usurper controlled: Portus Adurni, Isca Dumnorum, Deva 
Victrix and Luguvalium (containing a fort and a Usurper CU). 
During Usurper Isolation, the Luguvalium and Deva Victrix 
space remain Usurper controlled, as they respectively 
contain a Usurper CU or can trace to a Usurper CU. The 
Portus Adurni and Isca Dumnorum spaces, however, are 
changed from Usurper control to Loyalist control.

Example: The Aquileia space is currently Usurper 
controlled and besieged (without garrison) by the Loyalist 
leader Aetius and 5 CU, while the Usurper leader Bonifatius 
is at the Claudia Celeia space. Additionally, the Ravenna 
space is Usurper controlled and ungarrisoned. During the 
Control Phase Siege step (19.2), the siege of Aquileia 
is not successfully ended. During the Usurper Isolation 
step, the Aquileia space can trace to the Claudia Celeia 
space. The Ravenna space, however,  cannot trace a 
line of unbesieged Usurper controlled spaces to Claudia 
Celeia and becomes Loyalist controlled. If there had been 
a garrison in Ravenna, it would not have been isolated and 
it would have remained Usurper controlled.

Note: Due to the fact that they have no highway, rough or 
riverine connections, spaces such as Palma or Calaris will 
always revert to Loyalist control unless containing Usurper 
CU, leaders or Fortification Markers.
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